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Chapter 1

Introduction

“All revolutions start in the stomach.” (Pastafabriek, Groningen)

Chapter 1

1.1. Introduction
Entrepreneurs can create innovative solutions that address the grand challenges that
humankind faces (Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015). These grand
and poverty. As such,
challenges include problems such as pollution,
pollution, injustice,
injustice and
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society.
However, society has become increasingly critical of business practices, and
specifically of the businesses’ pursuit of economic growth regardless of potential
societal and environmental costs. Critics point to the correlation between economic
growth and environmental degradation (Fischer-Kowalski and Swilling, 2011;
OECD, 2002), and to the regular failure of markets to account for the true costs of
social and environmental degradation (Austin et al., 2006; Cohen and Winn, 2007).
Therefore, the view that business needs to become more sustainable is now
accepted among policy makers, management scholars, and entrepreneurs alike
(Markman et al., 2019). While it has become increasingly recognized that
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society,
how such a transition might be realised is still the topic of ongoing debate
(Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015).
In response to this situation, this dissertation addresses how and why entrepreneurs
start a business with the aim to create sustainable change. Entrepreneurs cannot
start a business without first recognizing an entrepreneurial opportunity (Short et
al., 2010), which is essentially a combination of a need in the market and resources
or skills that the entrepreneur possesses, brought together by an entrepreneur to
create a product or service (Ardichvili et al., 2003). This results in the introduction
of products or services with superior value for customers. Those entrepreneurs who
focus on the recognition, development and exploitation of opportunities in response
to grand challenges are considered sustainable entrepreneurs (Belz and Binder,
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2017). Their discovery, development and exploitation of new opportunities is
necessary to transform ‘business as usual’ into ‘sustainable business’ (Emas, 2015).
Because opportunity recognition is central to the creation of new sustainable
businesses, this dissertation focuses on the following question: where, how and
why do entrepreneurs recognize business opportunities for sustainable business?
This first chapter provides an overview of the main theories, assumptions, problem
statements and research questions of this doctoral dissertation. It also provides an
outline of the remainder of the doctoral dissertation. The central concepts of this
dissertation are sustainable entrepreneurship, opportunity recognition, problem
recognition, and values and identities. The following sections provide an overview
literature and
of the literature,
and position
position this
this dissertation
dissertation within the main discussions of the
literature. First, however, I discuss why I address sustainability in this dissertation.

1.2. Grand challenges for sustainable change
Increasingly, scholars are being called upon to investigate the ways in which
entrepreneurs can address the grand challenges1 that humankind faces (George et
al., 2016; Markman et al., 2019). These grand challenges are: “formulations of
global problems that can be plausibly addressed through coordinated and
collaborative effort” (George et al., 2016, p. 1880). This stream of research was
fuelled by the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in 1987,
which introduced society to the notion that social and environmental problems
could be addressed through economic development and entrepreneurship
(Brundtland, 1987). Since then, sustainability has been increasingly pursued
Some of these grand challenges represent problems that highly complex, global, and prone
to contestation. These challenged are termed
termed “wicked
“wicked problems”,
problems” and describe a particular
type of grand challenge. In chapter 4, I discuss sustainable entrepreneurship particularly in
relation to wicked problems.
1
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through
entrepreneurship. Sustainable entrepreneurship has the potential to
1.1.
Introduction
contribute to the grand challenges that humankind faces, by introducing new
solutions to the
environmental
thattheconstitute
these grand
Entrepreneurs
cansocial
createand
innovative
solutionsproblems
that address
grand challenges
that
challenges
et al., 2010a).
research
on sustainable
entrepreneurship
humankind(Pacheco
faces (Markman
et al.,While
2019;
Schaefer
et al., 2015).
These grand
is
gaining traction,
there is still
uncertainty
about how
entrepreneurs
can
challenges
include problems
suchmuch
as pollution,
injustice
and poverty.
As such,
successfully
sustainable
business
dissertation,
aim to
entrepreneurspursue
can play
a central role
in the practice.
transitionIn
to this
a more
sustainableI society.
research
in a manner
insights that
However,sustainable
society hasentrepreneurship
become increasingly
criticalthat
of allows
businessforpractices,
and
could
benefitofall
who want
to help contribute
to a more of
sustainable
specifically
theentrepreneurs
businesses’ pursuit
of economic
growth regardless
potential
society.
The environmental
quote at the beginning
of thispoint
chapter
relates
to this goal
in two
ways.
societal and
costs. Critics
to the
correlation
between
economic
growth and environmental degradation (Fischer-Kowalski and Swilling, 2011;
The quote refers to the role of good food for change. It illustrates the relationship
OECD, 2002), and to the regular failure of markets to account for the true costs of
between social issues and environmental issues: we cannot fight for environmental
social and environmental degradation (Austin et al., 2006; Cohen and Winn, 2007).
and social change with empty stomachs, and neither can we expect others to. Many
Therefore, the view that business needs to become more sustainable is now
people still live in (extreme) poverty and suffer from hunger. Moreover, these are
accepted among policy makers, management scholars, and entrepreneurs alike
also the people who are most severely affected by environmental problems such as
(Markman et al., 2019). While it has become increasingly recognized that
the extreme weather events that are a result of climate change. Therefore, social
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society,
and environmental goals are both equally relevant in the transition to a more
how such a transition might be realised is still the topic of ongoing debate
sustainable society and I consider entrepreneurs who pursue either of these goals
(Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015).
through business as sustainable entrepreneurs.
In response to this situation, this dissertation addresses how and why entrepreneurs
The concept that “all revolutions start in the stomach” is also relevant because I
start a business with the aim to create sustainable change. Entrepreneurs cannot
consider change in the food industry to be a central grand challenge. First, around
start a business without first recognizing an entrepreneurial opportunity (Short et
77 billion animals are slaughtered yearly for human food production – excluding
al., 2010), which is essentially a combination of a need in the market and resources
fish and sea-dwelling animals (FAO, 2018a). Due to the ever-increasing scale of
or skills that the entrepreneur possesses, brought together by an entrepreneur to
the livestock industry and its implications for animal welfare, the notion that we
create a product or service (Ardichvili et al., 2003). This results in the introduction
should care for the interests of non-human animals is becoming more widespread,
of products or services with superior value for customers. Those entrepreneurs who
yet it is rarely included in the sustainability literature. Given that this notion is
focus on the recognition, development and exploitation of opportunities in response
becoming more prominent, an increasing number of scholars have called for the
to grand challenges are considered sustainable entrepreneurs (Belz and Binder,
inclusion of the interests of non-human animals in human decision making (Joy,
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Their 2009;
discovery,
development
and
exploitation
opportunities
is
2011; Singer,
van den
Berg, 2013).
This
is based onofthenew
realization
that non2017).
necessary
to transform
‘business
into ‘sustainable
(Emas,
2015).
human animals
and humans
are as
notusual’
so different,
because business’
animals can
experience
pain and emotional
similarly
to humans
(Singer,
2009).
that
Because
opportunitysuffering
recognition
is central
to the
creation
of Considering
new sustainable
the
scale of the
industry
is soonlarge,
animals have
now become
earth’s
businesses,
thislivestock
dissertation
focuses
the following
question:
where,the
how
and
single
group ofrecognize
exploited business
victims. Thus,
in a world
we nobusiness?
longer need
why dolargest
entrepreneurs
opportunities
forwhere
sustainable
to eat or wear animals to be healthy, it is no longer morally justifiable to cause their
This first chapter provides an overview of the main theories, assumptions, problem
suffering and death.
statements and research questions of this doctoral dissertation. It also provides an
Second,ofthethe
meat
and dairy
is thedissertation.
cause of many
andof
social
outline
remainder
of industry
the doctoral
Theenvironmental
central concepts
this
problems thatarerelate
stronglyentrepreneurship,
to the grand challenges,
because
this industry
has
dissertation
sustainable
opportunity
recognition,
problem
become inherently
inefficient:
the nutritional
value of sections
its outputprovide
(meat and
dairy) is
and identities.
The following
an overview
recognition,
and values
lessthethan
that of and
its position
input (fodder).
Animals within
are inefficient
of offood,
of
literature,
this dissertation
the mainproducers
discussions
the
requiring
food to why
produce
just asustainability
little bit of nutrition,
while much
literature. large
First, amounts
however,ofI discuss
I address
in this dissertation.
of their food can also be eaten directly by humans. For instance, only 3% of the
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calories and 5% of the protein in the fodder that a cow eats ends up in her meat –
and this fodder is made of crops that humans can also eat directly, such as corn,
Increasingly, scholars are being called upon to investigate the ways in which
soy, wheat and other grains (Cassidy et al., 2013). The resulting waste pollutes
entrepreneurs can address the grand challenges1 that humankind faces (George et
land, fresh water sources and seas (FAO, 2018b). This inefficiency, and the
al., 2016; Markman et al., 2019). These grand challenges are: “formulations of
growing global demand for meat has led to an increase in the demand for land,
global problems that can be plausibly addressed through coordinated and
fertilizers and water, which in turn leads to increasing deforestation and
collaborative effort” (George et al., 2016, p. 1880). This stream of research was
desertification in areas where the livelihood of the population depends on the
fuelled by the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in 1987,
fertility of their environment (IPCC, 2019). Taking all this into account, moving to
which introduced society to the notion that social and environmental problems
a diet without animal products on a global level would substantially contribute to a
could be addressed through economic development and entrepreneurship
more sustainable society. Such a change in consumption patterns would reduce the
(Brundtland, 1987). Since then, sustainability has been increasingly pursued
total emissions of greenhouse gases from global food production – including plantbased
production
– by 50%,
and problems
its estimated
total land
use global,
by 73%
Some food
of these
grand challenges
represent
that highly
complex,
and(Poore
prone
to contestation. These challenged are termed “wicked problems”, and describe a particular
and Nemecek, 2018).
type of grand challenge. In chapter 4, I discuss sustainable entrepreneurship particularly in
relation to wicked problems.
1
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Taking
the above into account, chapters two, four and five of this dissertation focus
1.1.
Introduction
on entrepreneurs who aim to tackle sustainability issues in the food and livestock
industries. Specifically,
I include solutions
sustainable
whochallenges
explore that
and
Entrepreneurs
can create innovative
that entrepreneurs
address the grand
recognize opportunities
that aim
facilitate
more plant-based
diet. Chapter
three
humankind
faces (Markman
et toal.,
2019; aSchaefer
et al., 2015).
These grand
offers a more
global
approachsuch
to the
study of sustainable
entrepreneurship
and
challenges
include
problems
as pollution,
injustice and
poverty. As such,
analyses sustainable
entrepreneurship
differenttoindustries.
The next society.
section
entrepreneurs
can play
a central role inacross
the transition
a more sustainable
describes insociety
more detail
is meant
by sustainable
However,
has what
become
increasingly
criticalentrepreneurship.
of business practices, and
specifically of the businesses’ pursuit of economic growth regardless of potential

1.3. Sustainable entrepreneurship

societal and environmental costs. Critics point to the correlation between economic
growth and environmental degradation (Fischer-Kowalski and Swilling, 2011;
Before going into the specifics of opportunity recognition, it is important to know
OECD, 2002), and to the regular failure of markets to account for the true costs of
what sustainable entrepreneurship is. A growing stream of research has focussed on
social and environmental degradation (Austin et al., 2006; Cohen and Winn, 2007).
entrepreneurs who address numerous grand challenges. For instance, literature on
Therefore, the view that business needs to become more sustainable is now
social issues and entrepreneurship has discussed the alleviation of poverty through
accepted among policy makers, management scholars, and entrepreneurs alike
entrepreneurship (Mair and Marti, 2009), and the role of entrepreneurship as a
(Markman et al., 2019). While it has become increasingly recognized that
means to aid victims of natural disasters (Gawell, 2013). The literature on
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society,
environmental issues and entrepreneurship includes examples from sustainable
how such a transition might be realised is still the topic of ongoing debate
fashion (DiVito and Bohnsack, 2017), green building construction (Jones et al.,
(Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015).
2019), and clean energy (Sine and David, 2003). These examples represent just a
small
portion
growingthis
literature
on entrepreneurship
in why
response
to grand
In
response
to of
thisthe
situation,
dissertation
addresses how and
entrepreneurs
challenges.
start
a business with the aim to create sustainable change. Entrepreneurs cannot
start a business without first recognizing an entrepreneurial opportunity (Short et
Entrepreneurs with social and/or environmental goals have been given many
al., 2010), which is essentially a combination of a need in the market and resources
names, and many definitions have been created to explain this phenomenon.
or skills that the entrepreneur possesses, brought together by an entrepreneur to
Within the literature on entrepreneurship and the natural environment,
create a product or service (Ardichvili et al., 2003). This results in the introduction
entrepreneurs who address environmental challenges have been called green
of products or services with superior value for customers. Those entrepreneurs who
entrepreneurs (Silajdžić et al., 2015), ecopreneurs (Affolderbach and Krueger,
focus on the recognition, development and exploitation of opportunities in response
2017), and environmental entrepreneurs (Anderson, 1998). What these types of
to grand challenges are considered sustainable entrepreneurs (Belz and Binder,
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Their have
discovery,
development
of new
opportunities
is
entrepreneurs
in common
is their and
focusexploitation
on addressing
environmental
issues
2017).
necessary
to transform ‘business
as usual’
‘sustainable
business’
2015).
through entrepreneurship.
Typically,
theseinto
types
of entrepreneurs
are(Emas,
described
as
having a strong
focus on
earning money
and scaling
their business
Because
opportunity
recognition
is central
to the up
creation
of new(Schaltegger
sustainable
and Wagner,this
2011).
Entrepreneurs
social issues
however,
businesses,
dissertation
focuseswho
on address
the following
question:
where,have
how been
and
described
as not focussing
on earning
but rather
as using money
as an
why
do entrepreneurs
recognize
businessmoney,
opportunities
for sustainable
business?
instrument to achieve their social goals. While they act in an entrepreneurial
This first chapter provides an overview of the main theories, assumptions, problem
manner to secure this funding, they often do not have economic goals, or they are
statements and research questions of this doctoral dissertation. It also provides an
limited (Santos, 2012). These entrepreneurs have been called humane
outline of the remainder of the doctoral dissertation. The central concepts of this
entrepreneurs (Parente et al., 2018), ethical entrepreneurs (Markman et al., 2016)
dissertation are sustainable entrepreneurship, opportunity recognition, problem
and social entrepreneurs (Mair and Martí, 2006). While there are differences in
recognition, and values and identities. The following sections provide an overview
their goals and their orientation towards money, what the two types of
of the literature, and position this dissertation within the main discussions of the
entrepreneurs have in common is that they address grand challenges through
literature. First, however, I discuss why I address sustainability in this dissertation.
entrepreneurship. While the term sustainable entrepreneur was initially coined to
describe
those
entrepreneurs
who address change
both social and environmental issues
1.2.
Grand
challenges
for sustainable
through business, scholars have called for a term that encompasses all
entrepreneurs scholars
who aim are
to tackle
grand challenge,
whether only
social
or
Increasingly,
beinga called
upon to investigate
thethrough
ways in
which
environmental can
goals
or through
both (Markman
al.,humankind
2019). Therefore,
I consider
entrepreneurs
address
the grand
challenges1etthat
faces (George
et
all 2016;
entrepreneurs
entrepreneurs
if they
social or
al.,
Markmanto etbeal.,sustainable
2019). These
grand challenges
are:address
“formulations
of
environmental
issues,
both,be
through
business.
global
problems
thator can
plausibly
addressed through coordinated and
collaborative effort” (George et al., 2016, p. 1880). This stream of research was
Capturing all the different definitions of entrepreneurs who address social or
fuelled by the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in 1987,
environmental goals under the large umbrella of sustainable entrepreneurship
which introduced society to the notion that social and environmental problems
allows me to analyse the ways in which sustainable opportunities are discovered,
could be addressed through economic development and entrepreneurship
evaluated and created. What these entrepreneurs have in common is that they all
(Brundtland, 1987). Since then, sustainability has been increasingly pursued
address a grand challenge in some minor or major way, and that they are involved
inSome
opportunity
recognition,
of whether
they have
a strong
on
of these grand
challengesregardless
represent problems
that highly
complex,
global, focus
and prone
to contestation. These challenged are termed “wicked problems”, and describe a particular
monetary gain. Therefore, sustainable entrepreneurship is considered as “the
type of grand challenge. In chapter 4, I discuss sustainable entrepreneurship particularly in
relation
to wicked
problems. and exploitation of opportunities by individuals to bring
recognition,
development
1
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into Introduction
existence future goods and services with economic, social and/or ecological
1.1.
gains.” (Belz and Binder, 2017, p. 2).
Entrepreneurs can create innovative solutions that address the grand challenges that
Through opportunity, sustainable entrepreneurs can provide innovative solutions in
humankind faces (Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015). These grand
response to grand challenges (Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013), and translate
challenges include problems such as pollution, injustice and poverty. As such,
sustainability problems into problems that can be addressed through a business
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society.
(Gras et al., 2020; Günzel-Jensen et al., 2020; Markman et al., 2019). Sustainable
However, society has become increasingly critical of business practices, and
entrepreneurs have the creativity and flexibility to introduce solutions that they
specifically of the businesses’ pursuit of economic growth regardless of potential
believe may solve a grand challenge to the market. Unlike government actors, they
societal and environmental costs. Critics point to the correlation between economic
are not constrained by politics or by regulations for public organizations, but
growth and environmental degradation (Fischer-Kowalski and Swilling, 2011;
instead experience market constraints (Fligstein, 1996). Despite market constraints,
OECD, 2002), and to the regular failure of markets to account for the true costs of
entrepreneurs are capable of creatively and innovatively addressing sustainability
social and environmental degradation (Austin et al., 2006; Cohen and Winn, 2007).
problems without experiencing some of the constraints that other actors have.
Therefore, the view that business needs to become more sustainable is now
Specifically, entrepreneurs can start businesses that present small, local solutions
accepted among policy makers, management scholars, and entrepreneurs alike
that may eventually lead to radical and global change for sustainability, despite the
(Markman et al., 2019). While it has become increasingly recognized that
complex nature of grand challenges (Hockerts and Wüstenhagen, 2010; Plowman
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society,
et al., 2007). To understand how they do so, however, we need to unpack the
how such a transition might be realised is still the topic of ongoing debate
concept of sustainable opportunity recognition.
(Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015).

1.4. Unpacking sustainable opportunity recognition

In response to this situation, this dissertation addresses how and why entrepreneurs
start a business with the aim to create sustainable change. Entrepreneurs cannot
To address grand challenges through business, sustainable entrepreneurs first need
start a business without first recognizing an entrepreneurial opportunity (Short et
to recognize an entrepreneurial opportunity. This is no surprise, because the
al., 2010), which is essentially a combination of a need in the market and resources
opportunity construct is so central to the field of entrepreneurship, that “without an
or skills that the entrepreneur possesses, brought together by an entrepreneur to
opportunity, there is no entrepreneurship” (Short et al., 2010, p. 40). In this
create a product or service (Ardichvili et al., 2003). This results in the introduction
section, I aim to unpack the opportunity construct in the context of sustainable
of products or services with superior value for customers. Those entrepreneurs who
entrepreneurship. Therefore, I first discuss what opportunity recognition is, and
focus on the recognition, development and exploitation of opportunities in response
then consider how opportunity recognition relates to grand challenges. Finally, I
to grand challenges are considered sustainable entrepreneurs (Belz and Binder,
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discovery,
andsustainable
exploitation
of new opportunities
is
examineTheir
which
cognitivedevelopment
frames enable
entrepreneurs
to recognize
2017).
necessary
to transform
usual’ into ‘sustainable business’ (Emas, 2015).
opportunities
in relation‘business
to grand as
challenges.
Because opportunity recognition is central to the creation of new sustainable
An entrepreneur recognizes an opportunity by creating a fit between a market need,
businesses, this dissertation focuses on the following question: where, how and
interest, or want, and resources in the form of a new venture idea (Ardichvili et al.,
why do entrepreneurs recognize business opportunities for sustainable business?
2003; Davidsson, 2015). This fit is an opportunity if it creates new or superior
valuefirst
for customers.
Opportunities
exist of
in the
the main
interaction
between
the entrepreneur
This
chapter provides
an overview
theories,
assumptions,
problem
and their environment
partially in
mind and
partially
in the
statements
and research- questions
of the
this entrepreneur’s
doctoral dissertation.
It also
provides
an
existence
enabler ofin the
thedoctoral
environment
of theThe
entrepreneur.
Whether
an
outline
of of
the an
remainder
dissertation.
central concepts
of this
opportunity can
recognized
and exploited byopportunity
an entrepreneur
is dependent
on
dissertation
are be
sustainable
entrepreneurship,
recognition,
problem
and and
identities.
The following
sections
provide
an overview
the entrepreneur’s
skills
confidence
(Davidsson,
2015).
Therefore,
the
recognition,
and values
of
the literature, and
entrepreneurship
fieldposition
revolvesthis
around
the individuals
andmain
processes
that lead
to
dissertation
within the
discussions
of the
the discovery,
exploitation
of opportunities,
andinthe
effects
of these
literature.
First,evaluation,
however, Iand
discuss
why I address
sustainability
this
dissertation.
efforts (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Additionally, the entrepreneurship
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literature emphasizes that opportunities may be recognized in relation to problems,

but that this is not necessarily always the case (Vogel, 2017). Instead, opportunities
Increasingly, scholars are being called upon to investigate the ways in which
based on problems represent only one of multiple types of opportunity (Chandler et
entrepreneurs can address the grand challenges1 that humankind faces (George et
al., 2003). As such, opportunities in relation to grand challenges represent a
al., 2016; Markman et al., 2019). These grand challenges are: “formulations of
specific type of opportunity, because they exist in relation to one or more problems
global problems that can be plausibly addressed through coordinated and
that constitute a grand challenge. The sustainable entrepreneurship literature
collaborative effort” (George et al., 2016, p. 1880). This stream of research was
therefore emphasizes that a sustainable entrepreneur need first recognize a social or
fuelled by the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in 1987,
environmental problem before recognizing an opportunity (Belz and Binder, 2017;
which introduced society to the notion that social and environmental problems
Eller et al., 2020; Santos, 2012).
could be addressed through economic development and entrepreneurship
Thus, to understand
entrepreneurs
opportunitiespursued
based
(Brundtland,
1987). how
Sincesustainable
then, sustainability
hasrecognize
been increasingly
on sustainability problems, it is important to understand what a problem is, how it

Some of these grand challenges represent problems that highly complex, global, and prone
is recognized,
why
some entrepreneurs
recognize
sustainability
problems
while
to
contestation. and
These
challenged
are termed “wicked
problems”,
and describe
a particular
type
of do
grand
In chapter
4, aI discuss
sustainable
entrepreneurship
in
others
not.challenge.
A problem
refers to
significantly
undesirable
situation,particularly
which may
relation to wicked problems.
1

be solvable by someone, although probably with some difficulty (Smith, 1989).
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WhenIntroduction
an individual recognizes a problem, they become uncomfortable, because the
1.1.
problem signals that reality is not as they would like it to be (Baer et al., 2013;
Jonassen,
2000).
is thatsolutions
the individual
will the
devote
to that
the
Entrepreneurs
can The
createresult
innovative
that address
grandattention
challenges
problem,
andfaces
put effort
into looking
solutions
(Cowan,
Pedersen,
humankind
(Markman
et al., for
2019;
Schaefer
et al.,1986;
2015).
These 2009).
grand
The
following
example
illustrates
problems
are and
recognized:
an
challenges
include
problems
such as how
pollution,
injustice
poverty. when
As such,
individual
watches
theanews
thattransition
a drought
a poor
region leads
to
entrepreneurs
can play
centraland
rolesees
in the
to ainmore
sustainable
society.
hunger
andsociety
infant has
mortality,
individual critical
is awareofofbusiness
the situation
and and
the
However,
becometheincreasingly
practices,
children’s
food and pursuit
water. ofHowever,
situation
only of
becomes
specificallyneed
of theforbusinesses’
economicthis
growth
regardless
potentiala
recognized
once the
individual
considers
children’s
suffering
to be
societal and problem
environmental
costs.
Critics point
to the the
correlation
between
economic
undesirable.
the individualdegradation
does not care,
decides to ignoreand
the Swilling,
information,
or
growth and Ifenvironmental
(Fischer-Kowalski
2011;
does
not2002),
receive
it isofunlikely
they recognize
a problem
OECD,
andthe
to message,
the regularthen
failure
markets that
to account
for the true
costs of
(Pedersen,
2009; Tversky degradation
and Kahneman,
1981).
social and environmental
(Austin
et al., 2006; Cohen and Winn, 2007).
Therefore, the view that business needs to become more sustainable is now
In the previous example, a judgment on the desirability of a situation needed to be
accepted among policy makers, management scholars, and entrepreneurs alike
made by the individual to recognize a problem. Hence, what defines problem
(Markman et al., 2019). While it has become increasingly recognized that
recognition is a judgment on an external situation (Cowan, 1986; Pedersen, 2009).
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society,
How individuals judge situations based on desirability has been a crucial topic in
how such a transition might be realised is still the topic of ongoing debate
management and economics since the very genesis of these fields (Smith, 1776,
(Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015).
1759). Two dominant assumptions on individuals’ judgments of situations that still
inform
the tocurrent
literature
entrepreneurship
in economic
In response
this situation,
thison
dissertation
addressesare
howgrounded
and why entrepreneurs
sociology
and neoclassical
which both
assertEntrepreneurs
that behaviour
is
start a business
with the aim economics,
to create sustainable
change.
cannot
motivated
by a central
neoclassicalaneconomics,
this goal
is utility,(Short
whereas
start a business
withoutgoal.
firstInrecognizing
entrepreneurial
opportunity
et
in
sociology
the goal
is powerof(Fligstein,
2001).
Although
these
al., economic
2010), which
is essentially
a combination
a need in the
market
and resources
assumptions
and helpful
to the literatures
from which
theyentrepreneur
originate, one
or skills thatare
thevalid
entrepreneur
possesses,
brought together
by an
to
of
the akey
features
of (sustainable)
is the
presence
of multiple,
create
product
or service
(Ardichvilientrepreneurship
et al., 2003). This
results
in the introduction
oftentimes
goalssuperior
(Harmeling
2009; Mitzinneck
and Besharov,
of products conflicting,
or services with
value et
foral.,
customers.
Those entrepreneurs
who
2019;
Sarasvathy
and Ramesh,
2018). and
While
motivations
of power or in
utility
may
focus on
the recognition,
development
exploitation
of opportunities
response
be
present,
and sometimes
even sustainable
central to entrepreneurs
the behaviour
of and
sustainable
to grand
challenges
are considered
(Belz
Binder,
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Their discovery,
new opportunities
is
entrepreneurs,
sustainabledevelopment
entrepreneursand
haveexploitation
a range of of
motivations
that are not
2017).
necessary
transform
‘business
as usual’ into ‘sustainable business’ (Emas, 2015).
exclusivelytorelated
to power
or utility.
Because opportunity recognition is central to the creation of new sustainable
Particularly in the recognition of problems and opportunities, entrepreneurs’
businesses, this dissertation focuses on the following question: where, how and
motivations depend on their values and their identity, which provide a cognitive
why do entrepreneurs recognize business opportunities for sustainable business?
framework for entrepreneurs’ judgments on the undesirability of problems and the
favourability
of opportunities
(Mathias of
and
2017;assumptions,
Stern, 2000).problem
Values
This first chapter
provides an overview
theWilliams,
main theories,
exist
on both
aggregated
cultural
leveldoctoral
and on dissertation.
an individual
level,provides
which are
statements
andanresearch
questions
of this
It also
an
both
of ofcrucial
importance
to opportunity
recognitionThe
(Davidsson
and Wiklund,
outline
the remainder
of the
doctoral dissertation.
central concepts
of this
1997;
Hofstede,
1980; Hoogendoorn,
2016; Schwartz
Bilsky, 1990).
In
dissertation
are sustainable
entrepreneurship,
opportunityand
recognition,
problem
and identities.
The following
sectionstoprovide
an overview
considering
opportunities
are recognized,
it is crucial
thus discuss
values
recognition, where
and values
of
literature, and
position
on the
an aggregated,
cultural
level,
whereas
in answering
the main
question
of why orofhow
this
dissertation
within the
discussions
the
opportunities
recognition,
it is
more
appropriate
to discuss
on the
literature. First,are
however,
I discuss
why
I address
sustainability
in thisvalues
dissertation.
individual level. On either level, values can be referred to as beliefs or concepts

1.2. Grand challenges for sustainable change

that refer to specific desirable end states and behaviours. On an individual level,
values guide behaviour and the evaluation of situations, and they are ordered by
Increasingly, scholars are being called upon to investigate the ways in which
relative importance (Schwartz and Bilsky, 1990). Values transcend specific
entrepreneurs can address the grand challenges1 that humankind faces (George et
situations, determine which situations are worth attending to, and how an
al., 2016; Markman et al., 2019). These grand challenges are: “formulations of
individual should behave in response to a certain situation (Schwartz, 1977;
global problems that can be plausibly addressed through coordinated and
Schwartz and Bilsky, 1990). Grounded in values is an individual’s self-concept, or
collaborative effort” (George et al., 2016, p. 1880). This stream of research was
their identity (Hitlin, 2003). An identity is a person’s link to the social world and
fuelled by the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in 1987,
refers to their sense of self. This sense of self is built up over time as a person
which introduced society to the notion that social and environmental problems
pursues projects and goals that are not those of their society or their community,
could be addressed through economic development and entrepreneurship
but rather of themselves (Hitlin, 2003). In this process of building a sense of self,
(Brundtland, 1987). Since then, sustainability has been increasingly pursued
individuals anchor their identity between their values and the expectations and
1
norms
society,
andchallenges
thereby determine
their place
society
(Gecas,
2000).
Some of
of these
grand
represent problems
thatin
highly
complex,
global,
and prone

to contestation. These challenged are termed “wicked problems”, and describe a particular
type of grand challenge.
I discuss
particularly
in
Entrepreneurs
endorse Ina chapter
number4, of
valuessustainable
and haveentrepreneurship
several different
identities,
relation to wicked problems.

which can have conflicting influences on the opportunity recognition process of
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sustainable
entrepreneurs. Typical entrepreneurial values include egoistic values
1.1.
Introduction
(caring about money and status) (Kirkley, 2016), while green and altruistic values,
which are related
caring
about sustainability,
also be
bychallenges
entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs
can to
create
innovative
solutions thatcan
address
theheld
grand
that
(Hanohov and
Baldacchino,
and Walton,
al.,
humankind
faces
(Markman 2017;
et al., Kirkwood
2019; Schaefer
et al., 2010;
2015). Ploum
These et
grand
2018a; Vuorio
et al.,
2018).such
The ascombination
of theseand
values
creates
challenges
include
problems
pollution, injustice
poverty.
As much
such,
potential for tension,
the values
traditional
entrepreneurs
entrepreneurs
can playwhile
a central
role inthat
thesustainable
transition toand
a more
sustainable
society.
endorse also
differ has
basedbecome
on the increasingly
values they endorse
and thepractices,
tensions that
However,
society
critical highly
of business
and
they experience
these
values
(Dorado, 2006).
sustainable
specifically
of thebetween
businesses’
pursuit
of economic
growth Typically,
regardless of
potential
entrepreneurs
experience tension
betweenpoint
values
thatcorrelation
transcend between
their self-interests
societal
and environmental
costs. Critics
to the
economic
(green and
values) and
values that(Fischer-Kowalski
enhance their self-interests
(values
that
growth
andaltruistic
environmental
degradation
and Swilling,
2011;
relate to2002),
status,and
money,
and comfort)
(Hahn
et al., 2015).
OECD,
to thepleasure
regular failure
of markets
to account
for theAdditionally,
true costs of
values and
alsoenvironmental
determine which
identity (Austin
is activated,
the different
identities
social
degradation
et al., because
2006; Cohen
and Winn,
2007).
that entrepreneurs
holdthat
arebusiness
activatedneeds
based toon become
the relative
Therefore,
the view
moreimportance
sustainableof iscertain
now
values, and
on the
situation
the management
entrepreneur scholars,
encounters.
sustainable
accepted
among
policy
makers,
andNotably,
entrepreneurs
alike
entrepreneurs
have2019).
entrepreneurial
pro-social recognized
identities that
and
(Markman et al.,
While it hasidentities,
become increasingly
environmentalcan
identities,
which role
can inconflict
or alignto dependent
on the situation
entrepreneurs
play a central
the transition
a more sustainable
society,
(Mathias
Williams, might
2017; Wry
and York,
2017;
al.,ongoing
2016). Thus,
how
suchand
a transition
be realised
is still
theYork
topicet of
debateI
argue that, et
while
traditional
and sustainable
(Markman
al., 2019;
Schaefer
et al., 2015).entrepreneurs share a number of values
and identities, the differences between them cause sustainable entrepreneurs to
In response to this situation, this dissertation addresses how and why entrepreneurs
evaluate their environment differently, which influences their opportunity
start a business with the aim to create sustainable change. Entrepreneurs cannot
recognition process.
start a business without first recognizing an entrepreneurial opportunity (Short et
Because
identities guide
behaviourof
and
the evaluation
of situations,
they
al.,
2010),values
whichand
is essentially
a combination
a need
in the market
and resources
determine
recognition
problems
and byopportunities.
Both
or
skills thatentrepreneurs’
the entrepreneur
possesses,ofbrought
together
an entrepreneur
to
problems
and opportunities
require an
evaluation,
or results
judgment,
butintroduction
while the
create
a product
or service (Ardichvili
et al.,
2003). This
in the
values
and or
identities
an value
entrepreneur’s
judgments
are the same,who
the
of
products
servicesunderlying
with superior
for customers.
Those entrepreneurs
situations
different. development
Whereas problems
are situations
that are injudged
as
focus
on theare
recognition,
and exploitation
of opportunities
response
undesirable,
opportunities
are situations
that areentrepreneurs
judged as favourable.
to
grand challenges
are considered
sustainable
(Belz and Despite
Binder,
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Introduction

Their discovery,
development
and exploitation
of new
opportunities
is
these different
types of judgment,
the opportunity
recognition
literature
has largely
2017).
necessary
‘business
as usual’
into ‘sustainable
business’even
(Emas,
2015).
neglected to
thetransform
differences
between
these concepts,
and oftentimes
considers
problem recognition
a part of isopportunity
al., 2015;
Because
opportunity as
recognition
central to recognition
the creation(Santos
of newet sustainable
Vogel, 2017).
contrast, other
literatures
recognize question:
problem recognition
businesses,
thisIndissertation
focuses
on the following
where, how as
anda
distinct
concept, and discuss
problem
recognition
as the
pointbusiness?
for a range
why
do entrepreneurs
recognize
business
opportunities
forstarting
sustainable
of behaviours and judgments, including activism, moral decision making, strategic
This first chapter provides an overview of the main theories, assumptions, problem
decision making, and sustainable consumerism (Baer et al., 2013; Pedersen, 2009;
statements and research questions of this doctoral dissertation. It also provides an
Steg et al., 2014a; Stern, 2000). This lack of clarity on the distinctiveness of
outline of the remainder of the doctoral dissertation. The central concepts of this
problem recognition, and on the relationship between problem and opportunity
dissertation are sustainable entrepreneurship, opportunity recognition, problem
recognition, confuses the relationships between problems, opportunities, values and
recognition, and values and identities. The following sections provide an overview
identities. Considering the evidence that problem recognition is a crucial and
of the literature, and position this dissertation within the main discussions of the
distinct concept which requires a different judgment to opportunity recognition, the
literature. First, however, I discuss why I address sustainability in this dissertation.
investigation of the relationship between problem and opportunity recognition is of
crucial
importance
to understanding
howchange
sustainable entrepreneurs recognize
1.2. Grand
challenges
for sustainable
opportunities. Therefore, the relationships between values, identity, problem
recognition,
opportunity
recognition
sustainability
represent
the core
of my
Increasingly,and
scholars
are being
called for
upon
to investigate
the ways
in which
1
dissertation.
section
which
problems
need to be
entrepreneursThe
canfollowing
address the
granddiscusses
challenges
thatresearch
humankind
faces (George
et
addressed
provide insight
into these
relationships.
al.,
2016; to
Markman
et al., 2019).
These
grand challenges are: “formulations of
global problems that can be plausibly addressed through coordinated and

1.5. Problem statement

collaborative effort” (George et al., 2016, p. 1880). This stream of research was
fuelled by the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in 1987,
Entrepreneurship scholars have a long tradition of debating whether opportunities
which introduced society to the notion that social and environmental problems
are discovered or created (Wood and McKinley, 2020). The question these scholars
could be addressed through economic development and entrepreneurship
are trying to answer is whether opportunities exist independently in the
(Brundtland, 1987). Since then, sustainability has been increasingly pursued
environment of entrepreneur and can be discovered by entrepreneurs with the right
Some of theseorgrand
challenges
represent problems
that highly
global, and
prone
information,
whether
the opportunity
is the result
of thecomplex,
entrepreneur’s
creative
to contestation. These challenged are termed “wicked problems”, and describe a particular
cognitive
processes,
and
created
by thesustainable
entrepreneur
(McBride and
Wuebker,
type
of grand
challenge.
In thus
chapter
4, I discuss
entrepreneurship
particularly
in
relation
to
wicked
problems.
2020). Meanwhile, the opportunity concept is also considered to be ambiguous,
1
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abstract,
backward-oriented, and embedded with an element of favourability
1.1.
Introduction
(Davidsson, 2015; Wood, 2017). For instance, Davidsson (2015) considers the
element of favourability
to be particularly
duegrand
to the
fact thatthat
an
Entrepreneurs
can create innovative
solutions problematic,
that address the
challenges
opportunity refers
both an element
the environment
entrepreneur
is
humankind
faces to
(Markman
et al., in
2019;
Schaefer et of
al.,the2015).
These that
grand
evaluated, and
a favourable
evaluation
this element.
This and
means
that theAs
concept
challenges
include
problems
such as of
pollution,
injustice
poverty.
such,
of opportunitycan
incorporates
bothrole
a situation
in the environment
of the entrepreneur
entrepreneurs
play a central
in the transition
to a more sustainable
society.
(a contextual
factor)has
andbecome
its evaluation
(Davidsson,
2015).
As a result,
it is unclear
However,
society
increasingly
critical
of business
practices,
and
whether
an opportunity
still exists
whenofthe
entrepreneur
changes
their of
mind
about
specifically
of the businesses’
pursuit
economic
growth
regardless
potential
its
favourability,
which means
thatCritics
construct
clarity
lacking (Suddaby,
societal
and environmental
costs.
point
to theiscorrelation
between2010).
economic
growth and environmental degradation (Fischer-Kowalski and Swilling, 2011;
Due to the contestation that surrounds the opportunity debates, a number of
OECD, 2002), and to the regular failure of markets to account for the true costs of
scholars have called for the dismantlement of the concept of opportunity, and some
social and environmental degradation (Austin et al., 2006; Cohen and Winn, 2007).
have proposed alternative constructs (Davidsson, 2015; Ding, 2018; Foss and
Therefore, the view that business needs to become more sustainable is now
Klein, 2017; Kitching and Rouse, 2017). For instance, Foss and Klein (2017)
accepted among policy makers, management scholars, and entrepreneurs alike
propose that opportunity recognition is a case of entrepreneurial judgment rather
(Markman et al., 2019). While it has become increasingly recognized that
than a distinct entrepreneurial process. Other scholars have argued for the
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society,
continued use of the concept of opportunity (McBride and Wuebker, 2020; Wood
how such a transition might be realised is still the topic of ongoing debate
and McKinley, 2020), because both entrepreneurs and scholars have an
(Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015).
understanding of what opportunity means, and can use it to communicate
effectively
respective
fields. Also,addresses
much useful
knowledge
In responseacross
to thistheir
situation,
this dissertation
howand
andrelevant
why entrepreneurs
has
createdwith
in relation
concept
of opportunity.
Some scholarscannot
have
start been
a business
the aimtoto the
create
sustainable
change. Entrepreneurs
therefore
arguedwithout
for keeping
the opportunity
construct as anopportunity
umbrella construct,
start
a business
first recognizing
an entrepreneurial
(Short et
which
would
cover
the range aofcombination
activities that
themarket
base on
new
al.,
2010),
which
is essentially
of arepresent
need in the
andwhich
resources
ventures
are the
formed.
However,
these brought
scholars together
believe bythat
the challenges
or
skills that
entrepreneur
possesses,
an entrepreneur
to
surrounding
the or
opportunity
construct etshould
be addressed
(Wood,
Wood
create
a product
service (Ardichvili
al., 2003).
This results
in the 2017;
introduction
andproducts
McKinley,
2020). with superior value for customers. Those entrepreneurs who
of
or services
focus on the recognition, development and exploitation of opportunities in response
In this dissertation I answer the call to reduce the challenges surrounding the
to grand challenges are considered sustainable entrepreneurs (Belz and Binder,
opportunity construct, (Wood and McKinley, 2020; Wood, 2017) by analysing a
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discovery,
development
and exploitation
of new
opportunities
specificTheir
type of
opportunity:
the problem-based
opportunity.
Specifying
this as isa
2017).
necessary
to transform
‘business
usual’clearly
into ‘sustainable
business’
(Emas,
2015).
type
of opportunity
enables
me toasmore
demarcate its
boundaries,
and
thus
reduce
ambiguity and
its degree
abstraction
2010;
and
Becauseitsopportunity
recognition
is of
central
to the(Suddaby,
creation of
newTversky
sustainable
Kahneman,
Meanwhile,
this type
it
businesses, 1981).
this dissertation
focuses
on of
theopportunity
following remains
question:understudied,
where, how as
and
is
which recognize
characteristics
of opportunities
sustainable entrepreneurs
allow
them to
whystill
do unclear
entrepreneurs
business
for sustainable
business?
recognize sustainability problems, and how they recognize these problems. I aim to
This first chapter provides an overview of the main theories, assumptions, problem
shed light on the opportunity recognition processes in response to sustainability
statements and research questions of this doctoral dissertation. It also provides an
problems by studying the following three research problems.
outline of the remainder of the doctoral dissertation. The central concepts of this
First,
the relationship
between
problem and opportunity
is understudied,
because
dissertation
are sustainable
entrepreneurship,
opportunity
recognition, problem
identities.
following
sections
an overview
problem
recognition
hasandonly
recentlyThe
been
proposed
as a provide
key variable
in the
recognition,
and values
of the literature,
and position
sustainable
opportunity
recognition
process within
(Belz the
andmain
Binder,
2017).of The
this dissertation
discussions
the
relationship
between
problem
and why
opportunity
is usually
treated as an
literature. First,
however,
I discuss
I addressrecognition
sustainability
in this dissertation.
assumption or a proposition, (Belz and Binder, 2017; Santos, 2012), or it is entirely
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neglected by scholars (Santos, 2012; Vogel, 2017). Additionally, it has not been
empirically proven yet that such a relationship indeed exists. It is therefore crucial
Increasingly, scholars are being called upon to investigate the ways in which
to unpack the concept of problem-based opportunity. Additionally, knowing how
entrepreneurs can address the grand challenges1 that humankind faces (George et
the recognition of problems relates to the recognition of opportunities can aid in the
al., 2016; Markman et al., 2019). These grand challenges are: “formulations of
establishment of problem-based opportunity as a sub-type within the umbrella of
global problems that can be plausibly addressed through coordinated and
opportunity (Wood and McKinley, 2020). This research problem is addressed in
collaborative effort” (George et al., 2016, p. 1880). This stream of research was
chapters three, four and five.
fuelled by the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in 1987,
Second,
another effort
to provide
insight that
into social
the opportunity
recognitionproblems
process
which introduced
society
to the notion
and environmental
revolves
the question
of what enables
entrepreneurs
to recognize
could be around
addressed
through economic
development
and entrepreneurship
opportunities
response
grand sustainability
challenges. There
limited
knowledge
about
(Brundtland, in
1987).
Sinceto then,
has is
been
increasingly
pursued
this, and about how sustainable opportunity recognition is distinct from the
1

Some of these grand challenges represent problems that highly complex, global, and prone

recognition
of These
other challenged
opportunities
(Belz “wicked
and Binder,
2017; and
Ploum
et al.,
2018a).
to contestation.
are termed
problems”,
describe
a particular

type of grand
challenge.entrepreneurs
In chapter 4, Ihave
discuss
sustainable
entrepreneurship
particularly
in
Because
sustainable
different
values
and identities
than other
relation to wicked problems.

entrepreneurs, it can be assumed that these distinct values and identities also
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influence
sustainable entrepreneurs’ processes of problem and opportunity
1.1.
Introduction
recognition. How values and identities do this, however, remains largely
unexplored. This
problem issolutions
addressed
in address
chaptersthe
three
andchallenges
four.
Entrepreneurs
canresearch
create innovative
that
grand
that
humankind faces (Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015). These grand
Third, the social situatedness of opportunity recognition remains understudied.
challenges include problems such as pollution, injustice and poverty. As such,
This means that, while entrepreneurs’ values and identities are influenced by the
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society.
cultural values of their community and social network, it remains unclear how this
However, society has become increasingly critical of business practices, and
translates into differences in problem and opportunity recognition across locations
specifically of the businesses’ pursuit of economic growth regardless of potential
(Davidsson and Wiklund, 1997; Mckeever et al., 2015). Due to local differences in
societal and environmental costs. Critics point to the correlation between economic
culture, there are local differences between entrepreneurs’ values and identities.
growth and environmental degradation (Fischer-Kowalski and Swilling, 2011;
This then leads to different proportions of sustainable entrepreneurs compared to
OECD, 2002), and to the regular failure of markets to account for the true costs of
the general population of entrepreneurs (Hoogendoorn, 2016). As such, the
social and environmental degradation (Austin et al., 2006; Cohen and Winn, 2007).
proportion of individuals with the ‘right’ identity and values to recognize
Therefore, the view that business needs to become more sustainable is now
sustainable opportunities differs across geographical locations. Additionally,
accepted among policy makers, management scholars, and entrepreneurs alike
sustainable entrepreneurs have distinct preferences for certain places, because
(Markman et al., 2019). While it has become increasingly recognized that
different locations offer different types of support (Davidsson and Wiklund, 1997;
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society,
Sunny and Shu, 2019). As a result, sustainable entrepreneurs may situate
how such a transition might be realised is still the topic of ongoing debate
themselves in different places than other entrepreneurs. Knowing where sustainable
(Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015).
entrepreneurs recognize or pursue opportunities can advance knowledge about
which
economic
are dissertation
favourable addresses
for sustainable
This
In response
to this contexts
situation, this
how andentrepreneurs.
why entrepreneurs
research
problemwith
is addressed
two and five.
start a business
the aim in
tochapters
create sustainable
change. Entrepreneurs cannot
start a business without first recognizing an entrepreneurial opportunity (Short et
The methodology of this dissertation depends in part on the three research
al., 2010), which is essentially a combination of a need in the market and resources
problems, and in part on the complexity of the relationships between the core
or skills that the entrepreneur possesses, brought together by an entrepreneur to
concepts in this study, and the diverse and oftentimes conflicting motivations of
create a product or service (Ardichvili et al., 2003). This results in the introduction
sustainable entrepreneurs. Arguably, adopting a singular methodology would be
of products or services with superior value for customers. Those entrepreneurs who
ineffective for addressing all the different reasons why, how, and where
focus on the recognition, development and exploitation of opportunities in response
entrepreneurs recognize opportunities in response to grand challenges. To allow for
to grand challenges are considered sustainable entrepreneurs (Belz and Binder,
the most reasonable explanation of these phenomena to persevere, I adopt
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to study isa
2017).
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as usual’
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(Emas,
2015).
phenomenon
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triangulation,
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is the ability
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a similar
explanation
of a phenomenon
with
use to
of multiple
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methods.
This
Because opportunity
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is the
central
the creation
of new
sustainable
increases
thethis
reliability
of thefocuses
findingson(Shepherd
et al., question:
2015). Therefore,
I adopt
businesses,
dissertation
the following
where, how
anda
mixed
approach
in thisbusiness
dissertation.
The following
section business?
provides an
why do methods
entrepreneurs
recognize
opportunities
for sustainable
outline of the empirical chapters of this thesis and discusses the research sub
This first chapter provides an overview of the main theories, assumptions, problem
questions that they address.
statements and research questions of this doctoral dissertation. It also provides an
outline
of the of
remainder
of the doctoral dissertation. The central concepts of this
1.6. Outline
the dissertation
dissertation are sustainable entrepreneurship, opportunity recognition, problem
identities.
The
following
sections
provideentrepreneurs
an overview
recognition,
anddissertation
values and is
The aim of this
to provide
insight
into why
sustainable
of
the literature,
and position
this dissertation
withinprovide
the main
discussions
of the
recognize
sustainable
opportunities,
which locations
beneficial
conditions
literature.
First, however,
I discussopportunities,
why I addressand
sustainability
in this entrepreneurs
dissertation.
for the recognition
of sustainable
how sustainable
can create and/or discover opportunities in response to grand challenges. This

1.2. Grand challenges for sustainable change

contributes to the entrepreneurship literature in three ways: (1) by helping to reduce

the ambiguity surrounding the opportunity recognition process, (2) to understand
Increasingly, scholars are being called upon to investigate the ways in which
what enables entrepreneurs to recognize opportunities in response to grand
entrepreneurs can address the grand challenges1 that humankind faces (George et
challenges, and (3) to provide insight into the pathways sustainable entrepreneurs
al., 2016; Markman et al., 2019). These grand challenges are: “formulations of
choose in their efforts to influence unsustainable markets. The central research
global problems that can be plausibly addressed through coordinated and
question at the heart of this dissertation is: where, how, and why do entrepreneurs
collaborative effort” (George et al., 2016, p. 1880). This stream of research was
recognize business opportunities for sustainable business? In the following
fuelled by the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in 1987,
paragraphs, each chapter is briefly summarized.
which introduced society to the notion that social and environmental problems
To answer
central question,
to address
the aims of and
this dissertation,
four
could
be the
addressed
through and
economic
development
entrepreneurship
sub questions 1987).
are presented
are discussedhas
in the
empirical
chapters.
First,
(Brundtland,
Since here
then,that
sustainability
been
increasingly
pursued
it needs to be clear where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize sustainable

Some of these grand challenges represent problems that highly complex, global, and prone
opportunities,
so thatchallenged
contextual
for sustainable
entrepreneurship
can be
to
contestation. These
are factors
termed “wicked
problems”,
and describe a particular
type of grand challenge. In chapter 4, I discuss sustainable entrepreneurship particularly in
determined. The first sub question therefore is: to what extent do sustainable
relation to wicked problems.
1
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entrepreneurs
in the Netherlands cluster? To address this question, chapter 2
1.1.
Introduction
analyses the geography of sustainable entrepreneurship, by first mapping the
locations in can
which
sustainable
cluster,theand
subsequently
by
Entrepreneurs
create
innovativeentrepreneurs
solutions that address
grand
challenges that
explaining why
clusteringettakes
chapter
an These
overview
of
humankind
facesthis
(Markman
al., place.
2019; The
Schaefer
et provides
al., 2015).
grand
where opportunities
for sustainable
are injustice
exploitedand
in the
Netherlands.
It
challenges
include problems
such asbusiness
pollution,
poverty.
As such,
gives insight into
of role
opportunities
for sustainable
business
in relation
to
entrepreneurs
canthe
playpatterns
a central
in the transition
to a more
sustainable
society.
the existingsociety
economic
structures,
and into the
mostof favourable
locations and
for
However,
has become
increasingly
critical
business practices,
sustainable entrepreneurs.
specifically
of the businesses’ pursuit of economic growth regardless of potential
societal and environmental costs. Critics point to the correlation between economic
Second, I analyse why and how sustainable entrepreneurs discover opportunities.
growth and environmental degradation (Fischer-Kowalski and Swilling, 2011;
Therefore, I focus on the different motivations that are central to the sustainable
OECD, 2002), and to the regular failure of markets to account for the true costs of
entrepreneurship process, and specifically, I look at the role of values and identities
social and environmental degradation (Austin et al., 2006; Cohen and Winn, 2007).
through two separate sub questions. The following research question is my second
Therefore, the view that business needs to become more sustainable is now
sub question: to what extent does sustainability problem recognition mediate the
accepted among policy makers, management scholars, and entrepreneurs alike
relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition? Chapter 3
(Markman et al., 2019). While it has become increasingly recognized that
focuses on this question and uses value theory to explain why some individuals are
entrepreneurs can play a central role in the transition to a more sustainable society,
more likely to recognize sustainable entrepreneurial opportunities. It provides proof
how such a transition might be realised is still the topic of ongoing debate
that opportunity recognition and problem recognition are two different constructs,
(Markman et al., 2019; Schaefer et al., 2015).
and that opportunity recognition for sustainable entrepreneurship is dependent on
theresponse
recognition
of social
and this
environmental
an and
individual’s
values.
In
to this
situation,
dissertationproblems
addressesand
how
why entrepreneurs
start a business with the aim to create sustainable change. Entrepreneurs cannot
Another key determinant of motivations, a factor that addresses why and how
start a business without first recognizing an entrepreneurial opportunity (Short et
entrepreneurs recognize sustainable opportunities is the entrepreneur’s identity.
al., 2010), which is essentially a combination of a need in the market and resources
This dissertation engages with this topic by posing the third sub question: how does
or skills that the entrepreneur possesses, brought together by an entrepreneur to
identity influence opportunity recognition in relation to a wicked problem? Chapter
create a product or service (Ardichvili et al., 2003). This results in the introduction
4 analyses how identities shape the sustainable opportunity recognition process.
of products or services with superior value for customers. Those entrepreneurs who
The individual entrepreneur is central in this chapter, and the differences it reveals
focus on the recognition, development and exploitation of opportunities in response
between prosocial and entrepreneurial identities indicate that most opportunities
to grand challenges are considered sustainable entrepreneurs (Belz and Binder,
have both an element of discovery and creation. Additionally, I specify an identity-
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the environment
of the ‘business
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Because opportunity recognition is central to the creation of new sustainable
Third, I analyse how sustainable entrepreneurs create opportunities by changing
businesses, this dissertation focuses on the following question: where, how and
unfavourable conditions into opportunities that are favourable for sustainable
why do entrepreneurs recognize business opportunities for sustainable business?
entrepreneurship. Thus, the fourth sub question is: how do entrepreneurs and
activists
a moral
marketanniche
attempt
to change
consumer
culture? Chapter
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remainder
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dissertation.
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dissertation
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entrepreneurship,
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following
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without
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recognition,shape
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of
the literature,
andconsumers
position this
predominantly
push
outdissertation
of what they
consider
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markets, of
while
within
the main
discussions
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entrepreneurs
consumers
into
new moral
marketinniche.
Thus, the
literature. First,pull
however,
I discuss
whythe
I address
sustainability
this dissertation.
entrepreneurs in this study need to create an opportunity by creating demand for
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their products or services by influencing the market.
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researchthe
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a book.
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“formulations
of
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the readability
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chapters
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(George
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theintroduction
readability of the dissertation
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Besides the empirical
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this dissertation
a discussion
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conclusion
chapter,problems
a Dutch
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society includes
to the notion
that social
environmental
summary
a list of references
appendices.
could
beand
addressed
through and
economic
development and entrepreneurship
(Brundtland, 1987). Since then, sustainability has been increasingly pursued
Some of these grand challenges represent problems that highly complex, global, and prone
to contestation. These challenged are termed “wicked problems”, and describe a particular
type of grand challenge. In chapter 4, I discuss sustainable entrepreneurship particularly in
relation to wicked problems.
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Chapter 2
Investigating the spatial concentration of sustainable
restaurants: it is all about good food! 2
This chapter addresses the role of sustainable demand and psychological and
cultural factors in the spatial concentration of sustainable SMEs. We analyse the
spatial concentration of sustainable SMEs in the restaurant sector in the
Netherlands and argue that traditional agglomeration theories can partially explain
their spatial concentration but are not sufficient to explain the sub-sector
concentration of sustainable entrepreneurs. Instead, demand as well as
psychological and cultural factors could explain the sub-sector concentration of
sustainable restaurants. We use sustainable entrepreneurship theory to explain this
difference. We analyse the spatial concentration of sustainable SMEs in three
ways. First, we investigate spatial concentration based on individual locations of
sustainable restaurants with an average nearest neighbour analysis. Second, we
analyse spatial autocorrelation with the use of the Moran’s I statistic. Finally, we
calculate the percentage of sustainable restaurants in a region, out of all restaurants
in that region. We then analyse and map the clustering of sustainable restaurants
with a Getis-Ord Gi* analysis. While controlling for conventional clustering, we
find a single large cluster of sustainable restaurants. Arguably, this clustering is
caused by spatial variation in demand and individual psychological traits of
sustainable entrepreneurs, which together represent a regional culture of
sustainable entrepreneurship.

This paper was presented at Research in Entrepreneurship and Small Business (RENT),
Lund, Sweden 2017, and European Regional Science Association (ERSA), Groningen, the
Netherlands, 2017.
2

This paper appeared in the Annals of Regional Science as: Enthoven, M. P. M. and
Brouwer, A. E. (2020) “Investigating spatial concentration of sustainable restaurants: It is
all about good food!”, The Annals of Regional Science, 64(3), 575–594.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00168-019-00955-6

Chapter 2

2.1 Introduction
“Just as people cannot live without eating, so a business cannot live without
profits. But most people don’t live to eat, and neither must businesses live just to
make profits.” John Mackey (2015 p. 250).
Businesses can be drivers of sustainable economic growth. However, they are also
the main driver of the greenhouse effect (CDP, 2017), air pollution (EuroStat,
2019) and deforestation (WWF, 2016). A change towards more sustainability from
within the business world could have a phenomenal positive effect on our future.
When it comes to the tourism and hospitality industry, this is one of the least
sustainable economic sectors in the world. Furthermore, the negative effect of
restaurants on the environment becomes a public concern (Gössling et al., 2009)
and consumers become more and more environmentally conscious. As a
consequence, the demand for sustainable products and services is growing. As
such, in the restaurant industry more effort is being made to become more
environmentally friendly (Xu and Jeong, 2019). In addition, Raab et al (2018) find
that in particular, serving sustainable food as a core product attracts niche
customers, whereas other, more ancillary, green practices have no influence on
customer segmentation.
In this paper, we research the nature and location of sustainability specialization
within an established sector; the restaurant sector, analysing the within-industry
sustainability specialization of restaurants in the Netherlands. Our research
analyses the occurrence of within-industry sustainability specialization, so that we
can unravel the spatial factors of sustainable entrepreneurship. We show that
sustainable entrepreneurship is not spatially blind and that locality needs to be
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taken into account by sustainable entrepreneurs and policy makers. Our results
provide key insights for those who seek to fuel a transition towards sustainable
business practices.

2

In this chapter, we explain how and to what extent the sustainability orientation of
businesses leads to sub-sector clustering. Previous research in economic geography
has focused mostly on the spatial concentration of industrial sectors and
agglomerations, while concentration at the sub-sectoral level is not explained. In
research on sustainable entrepreneurship the role of place is largely neglected
especially, previous
previous research
research does
does not
not address the role of
(Mckeever et al., 2015):
2015):especially,
established clusters on sustainable entrepreneurship. Furthermore, research on the
context of sustainable entrepreneurship has focused mostly on institutions, while
the level of embeddedness within and interactions with geophysical space, social
systems and territories have been overlooked (Muñoz and Cohen, 2018). Existing
research is mostly qualitative or conceptual, and focuses on the cultural and social
embeddedness of sustainable entrepreneurship (Anderson and Obeng, 2017; Kibler
et al., 2015; Shrivastava and Kennelly, 2013). The role of existing economic
structures has been discussed in an urban context (Cohen and Muñoz, 2015), but
there is little evidence on the role of the urban environment on sustainable
entrepreneurship. One study analyses the geographical factors behind organizations
that promote the clustering of sustainable organizations (Sunny and Shu, 2019), but
assumes that clustering exists in relation to these organizations, rather than
analysing the significance and the extent of tis clustering: the authors do not
consider the locations of individual businesses. However, a focus on the location of
individual businesses is key in advancing our knowledge on the spatial behaviour
of sustainable businesses. Such a focus can show how individual businesses are
influenced by their economic surroundings, and answers the call for more research
on the embeddedness of sustainable entrepreneurship within its context (Muñoz
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Cohen, 2018). Our study uses location data from the entire population of
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taken
into account by sustainable entrepreneurs and policy makers. Our results
2.2 Theory
provide key insights for those who seek to fuel a transition towards sustainable
business
practices.
This chapter
focuses on sustainable restaurants and their spatial patterns from the
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behaviour
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institutions,
in the
pursuit
of sustainability
goalsand
through
entrepreneurship.
the
level
of embeddedness
within
interactions
with geophysical space, social
systems and territories have been overlooked (Muñoz and Cohen, 2018). Existing
Other individual
thatordetermine
successful
of
research
is mostly factors
qualitative
conceptual,anandindividuals’
focuses on the
cultural pursuit
and social
sustainable entrepreneurship
sustainability skills
and competences.
Differences
embeddedness
of sustainable are
entrepreneurship
(Anderson
and Obeng, 2017;
Kibler
between
conventional
and and
sustainable
entrepreneurial
exist
due toeconomic
the even
et
al., 2015;
Shrivastava
Kennelly,
2013). The skills
role of
existing
greater importance
foresighted
for sustainable
entrepreneurship
(Lans
structures
has been of
discussed
in anthinking
urban context
(Cohen and
Muñoz, 2015),
but
et al.,is2014).
Other competences
determine
the success on
of sustainable
there
little evidence
on the rolethat
of the
urban environment
entrepreneurship are
willingness
to embrace
diversity,
systems
thinking
entrepreneurship.
Onethe
study
analyses the
geographical
factorsand
behind
organizations
competences
(Ploum
et al.,of2018b).
Besides
skills and(Sunny
competences,
that
promote the
clustering
sustainable
organizations
and Shu,sustainable
2019), but
entrepreneurs
communal
andinenvironmental
knowledge
(Gast et al.,rather
2017).than
To
assumes
that need
clustering
exists
relation to these
organizations,
summarize,thewesignificance
find that some
sustainable
entrepreneurs
maytheexperience
social
analysing
and the
extent of
tis clustering:
authors do
not
pressure the
for locations
sustainability,
all have
sustainability-specific
motivations,
and all
consider
of individual
businesses.
However, a focus
on the location
of
require
specific
sustainability
Asknowledge
such, they differ
conventional
individual
businesses
is key incompetences.
advancing our
on thefrom
spatial
behaviour
entrepreneurs.
However, the
between
sustainable
andbusinesses
conventional
of
sustainable businesses.
Suchdifferences
a focus can
show how
individual
are
entrepreneurs
absolute,surroundings,
but are a question
of degreetherather
thanmore
kind.research
influenced by are
theirnoteconomic
and answers
call for
on the embeddedness of sustainable entrepreneurship within its context (Muñoz
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2.2.2Introduction
Spatial concentration in the restaurant sector
2.1
Neoclassical theories of clustering have been widely used to explain the spatial
concentration
of entrepreneurs
(Brülharteating,
and Mathys,
2008; Schiff,
2015;
and
“Just
as people
cannot live without
so a business
cannot
liveTran
without
Santarelli,
van Oort,
Based
thesemust
theories,
we assert
profits.
But 2017;
most people
don’t 2007).
live to eat,
andon
neither
businesses
live justthat
to
sustainable
entrepreneurs
tend
to p.
cluster.
make
profits.”
John Mackey
(2015
250). The MAR (Marshall, Arrow, Romer)
theory on spatial concentration posits that sector-specific knowledge fosters
regional economic
development
and growth
(Romer,
1986).However,
Porter takes
sectorBusinesses
can be drivers
of sustainable
economic
growth.
theyaare
also
specific
andthe
argues
that regional
fuelledair
by pollution
same-industry,
local
the
mainapproach
driver of
greenhouse
effectgrowth
(CDP,is2017),
(EuroStat,
competition
(Delgado et (WWF,
al., 2010;
Porter,
(1969)
a cross-sector
2019)
and deforestation
2016).
A 1990).
changeJacobs
towards
more takes
sustainability
from
approach
arguesworld
that regional
growth
is fuelled bypositive
cross-industry
shared
ideas.
within theand
business
could have
a phenomenal
effect on
our future.
Finally,
likely
to occurindustry,
for the restaurant
sector,
because
When itsector-specific
comes to the effects
tourismareand
hospitality
this is one
of the
least
restaurants 3 economic
need to ensure
exposure
and grouping
can maximize
sustainable
sectors maximum
in the world.
Furthermore,
the negative
effect of
consumer
(de Groot etbecomes
al., 2016).
Although
these(Gössling
theories etsupport
the
restaurants interest
on the environment
a public
concern
al., 2009)
notion
that sustainable
entrepreneurs
cluster, we argueconscious.
that neoclassical
and consumers
become
more and tend
moreto environmentally
As a
approaches
to spatial
concentration
do not fully
explain
spatial concentration
of
consequence,
the demand
for sustainable
products
andtheservices
is growing. As
sustainable
Sustainable
entrepreneurship
occurstoacross
economic
such, in theentrepreneurship.
restaurant industry
more effort
is being made
become
more
sectors
it, and is friendly
a specialization
sector In
rather
than its
own
- it find
is a
environmentally
(Xu andwithin
Jeong,a2019).
addition,
Raab
et sector
al (2018)
sub-sector.
Therefore,
approaches
based food
on industry
knowledge
as
that in particular,
serving
sustainable
as a core
productsharing,
attractssuch
niche
the
MAR and
Porterother,
agglomeration
economies
be appropriate
to partially
customers,
whereas
more ancillary,
greenmight
practices
have no influence
on
explain
spatial concentration of sustainable SMEs, but are insufficient to
customerthe
segmentation.
explain the differences between a concentration of SMEs within a sector and the
concentration
within
a subsector,
such asofsustainable
entrepreneurship.
In this paper, of
weSMEs
research
the nature
and location
sustainability
specialization
Besides
knowledge,
sustainability
knowledge,
skills and the
within anindustry-specific
established sector;
the restaurant
sector, analysing
the within-industry
shared
valuesspecialization
of sustainable
entrepreneurs
influenceOursustainable
sustainability
of restaurants
in the also
Netherlands.
research
analyses the occurrence of within-industry sustainability specialization, so that we
can
the we
spatial
factors
of sustainable
entrepreneurship.
We show that
For unravel
restaurants,
consider
the following
subsectors:
restaurants and hotel-restaurants
(NACE groups 55.3 and 55.5 and SBI groups 55101, 5610 and 56101).

3

sustainable entrepreneurship is not spatially blind and that locality needs to be
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entrepreneurship.
additional factors
may beand
found
in a makers.
different Our
location
to
taken
into accountThese
by sustainable
entrepreneurs
policy
results
industry key
knowledge,
andthose
therefore
givetorise
different towards
spatial patterns
of
provide
insights for
who seek
fueltoa transition
sustainable
sustainable
entrepreneurship. Jacob’s (1969) cross-industry focus and her emphasis
business
practices.
on cross-industry shared knowledge could be applicable to a spatial concentration
of this
sustainable
even
that isextent
cross-industry.
However,
it does not
In
chapter,entrepreneurs,
we explain how
andone
to what
the sustainability
orientation
of
explain
places clustering.
should have
higher
proportions
of sustainable
businesseswhy
leadssome
to sub-sector
Previous
research
in economic
geography
entrepreneurs
opposed
conventional
entrepreneurs.ofWeindustrial
do not reject
the value
has focused as
mostly
on tothe
spatial concentration
sectors
and
of
the traditional
agglomeration
however, we
argue
additional
agglomerations,
while
concentrationtheories;
at the sub-sectoral
level
is notthat
explained.
In
explanations
are needed entrepreneurship
to explain the clustering
of sustainable
research
on sustainable
the role ofphenomenon
place is largely
neglected
entrepreneurship.
Therefore, we analyse
sustainable
entrepreneurship
clustering
(Mckeever
et al., 2015):especially,
previous
research does
not address the
role of
within a single
sector,
a subsector.
The next section
explores how
we, based
on
established
clusters
on as
sustainable
entrepreneurship.
Furthermore,
research
on the
the
previously
mentioned
theories, can
spatial
concentration
of
context
of sustainable
entrepreneurship
hasexplain
focused the
mostly
on institutions,
while
sustainable
as a and
subsector
concentration.
Thereby,space,
we explore
the level of entrepreneurship
embeddedness within
interactions
with geophysical
social
known
social,
cultural (Muñoz
and demand
differences
between
systems psychological,
and territories have
beenand
overlooked
and Cohen,
2018). Existing
sustainable
and conventional
these on
to existing
knowledge
on
research
is mostly
qualitativeentrepreneurs
or conceptual,and
andlink
focuses
the cultural
and social
clustering.
embeddedness
of sustainable entrepreneurship (Anderson and Obeng, 2017; Kibler
et al., 2015; Shrivastava and Kennelly, 2013). The role of existing economic
Psychological
explanations
forinclustering
on (Cohen
the individual
behaviour
of but
the
structures
has been
discussed
an urbanfocus
context
and Muñoz,
2015),
entrepreneur
relationship
Huggins
and Thompson
(2017)
there is littleinevidence
on to
thetheir
roleenvironment.
of the urban
environment
on sustainable
propose
a framework
in which
psychology,
culturefactors
and institutions
influence
entrepreneurship.
One study
analyses
the geographical
behind organizations
human
behaviour
and agency.
Human behaviour
and agency
leadbut
to
that promote
the clustering
of sustainable
organizations
(Sunnyconsequently
and Shu, 2019),
urban andthat
regional
development;
culture,
theyto
propose,
socio-spatial. rather
There isthan
an
assumes
clustering
exists in
relation
these is
organizations,
interaction
between
culture and psychology.
A culture’s
values,thenorms
and do
beliefs
analysing the
significance
the extent of
tis clustering:
authors
not
influence
thelocations
individual’s
values, norms
and beliefs,
whileathe
shared
values,
norms
consider the
of individual
businesses.
However,
focus
on the
location
of
and
beliefsbusinesses
of many isindividuals
comprise
culture (Huggins
and Thompson,
individual
key in advancing
oura knowledge
on the spatial
behaviour
2017).
Therefore,
a shared Such
culturea of
sustainability
have a positive
influence
of sustainable
businesses.
focus
can show could
how individual
businesses
are
on
the number
of sustainable
region and
give research
rise to a
influenced
by their
economic entrepreneurs
surroundings, in
anda answers
thetherefore
call for more
concentration
of sustainable
entrepreneurs.
on the embeddedness
of sustainable
entrepreneurship within its context (Muñoz
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The Introduction
importance of social networks for entrepreneurship is highlighted by Saxenian
2.1
(1996), who indicates that the face-to-face social interactions among and within
firms and
local institutions
entrepreneurship.
An entrepreneur’s
social
“Just
as people
cannot livedetermine
without eating,
so a business
cannot live without
environment
is key
to the
decision
start
firm (Sternberg
and Litzenberger,
profits.
But most
people
don’t
live totoeat,
anda neither
must businesses
live just to
2004),profits.”
becauseJohn
entrepreneurs
gain knowledge
from other actors through processes
make
Mackey (2015
p. 250).
of information sharing in a social network. This happens when a network facilitates
trust, and network
actors have
similar norms
and values
(Durlauf
andthey
Fafchamps,
Businesses
can be drivers
of sustainable
economic
growth.
However,
are also
2004;
Huber,
2009).
When
levels of effect
trust are
high2017),
and norms
and values
similar,
the
main
driver
of the
greenhouse
(CDP,
air pollution
(EuroStat,
social and
networks
create social
capital.
Social
capitaltowards
is defined
a source of social
2019)
deforestation
(WWF,
2016).
A change
moreassustainability
from
control
(Portes,
2000).
It plays
major
role in establishing
grouponidentity,
and
within the
business
world
couldahave
a phenomenal
positiveaeffect
our future.
leads toit the
modification
of behaviour:
‘Herding’industry,
effects have
When
comes
to the tourism
and hospitality
this aisconverging
one of theeffect
least
on group members’
behaviour.
Herding
occursFurthermore,
when all members
of a social
group
sustainable
economic
sectors in
the world.
the negative
effect
of
start following
theenvironment
social normsbecomes
of the group
andconcern
start to(Gössling
act in a more
restaurants
on the
a public
et al.,similar
2009)
manner.
Through become
the herding
process,
produces group
behaviour
and
consumers
more
and social
more capital
environmentally
conscious.
Asthata
can be different
the individual’s
initial
intention
Fafchamps,
consequence,
the from
demand
for sustainable
products
and (Durlauf
services and
is growing.
As
2004). inThis
effect
engenders
entrepreneurial
which
in
such,
theherding
restaurant
industry
moreaneffort
is being group
made culture,
to become
more
turn can lead tofriendly
more individuals
with 2019).
entrepreneurial
values
environmentally
(Xu and Jeong,
In addition,
Raab and
et alhence
(2018)more
find
entrepreneurs
(Uhlaner
and Thurik,
2007).
Among
effects
of such
a culture
is
that
in particular,
serving
sustainable
food
as athecore
product
attracts
niche
the transmission
of entrepreneurial
spirit thanks
members´
to role
customers,
whereas
other, more ancillary,
green to
practices
have exposure
no influence
on
models (Laspita
et al., 2012). Multiple studies have found positive effects of both
customer
segmentation.
weak and strong ties within the personal network and on the local and the national
level
sustainable
and social
entrepreneurship
et al., 2016;
de Lange,
In
thisonpaper,
we research
the nature
and location(Bosma
of sustainability
specialization
2016; Estrin
et al., 2016).
within
an established
sector; the restaurant sector, analysing the within-industry
sustainability specialization of restaurants in the Netherlands. Our research
Besides the
effects
of social capitalsustainability
on entrepreneurship,
social capital
analyses
thepositive
occurrence
of within-industry
specialization,
so thatalso
we
comes
with itsthe
downsides.
There is
risk of conformity
bias in tightWe
groups,
can
unravel
spatial factors
ofa sustainable
entrepreneurship.
showwhich
that
restricts radical
ideas. De Vaan
(2011)
notes blind
that the
capital
is
sustainable
entrepreneurship
is not
spatially
andmore
that social
locality
needsthere
to be
present in a region, the less likely entrepreneurs are to start businesses in industries
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that remain
unexploited
in that region.
Due to value
and social
norm
taken
into account
by sustainable
entrepreneurs
andconvergence
policy makers.
Our results
creation key
in social
networks,
some
types
are considered
illegitimate.
If
provide
insights
for those
who
seekoftobusiness
fuel a transition
towards
sustainable
sustainable
entrepreneurship is considered to be in conflict with the social norm,
business
practices.
this could impede its development. A sustainable entrepreneur could, for instance,
notthis
be welcome
in aexplain
network
where
business
are dominant.
In such
In
chapter, we
how
and classical
to what extent
thevalues
sustainability
orientation
of
abusinesses
way, differences
in social capital
between
regions
can generate
differences
in
leads to sub-sector
clustering.
Previous
research
in economic
geography
regional
ratesmostly
of sustainable
entrepreneurship
andofthus,
potentially
has focused
on the spatial
concentration
industrial
sectorscreate
and
sustainable
clusters.
agglomerations,
while concentration at the sub-sectoral level is not explained. In
research on sustainable entrepreneurship the role of place is largely neglected
Another
factor
can drive sustainable
is address
customerthedemand.
(Mckeever
et al.,that
2015):especially,
previousentrepreneurship
research does not
role of
This
drives clusters
supply, on
especially
so in
the service industry
(Xu andresearch
Jeong, on
2019).
established
sustainable
entrepreneurship.
Furthermore,
the
context of sustainable
entrepreneurship
mostly
on institutions,
Customers
purchase goods
and serviceshas
to focused
satisfy their
desires
and needs,while
and
the level of
within
and the
interactions
with
geophysical
space, social
according
to embeddedness
customer demand
theory,
demand for
specific
goods changes
over
systems
and territories
have
been
Cohen,
2018).
time.
Businesses
therefore
need
to overlooked
supply new (Muñoz
productsand
or new
versions
of Existing
existing
research is
qualitative
or conceptual,
focuses 1989).
on the cultural
andare
social
products
to mostly
stimulate
new demand
(Larsson and Bowen,
Customers
not
embeddednessinoftheir
sustainable
(Anderson
and Obeng,
Kibler
homogenous
demand,entrepreneurship
but all have specific
preferences:
Hence2017;
demand
for
et al., 2015;
Shrivastava
and fluctuate
Kennelly,
2013). The
roleInofother
existing
specific
products
and services
(Thomson,
1998).
words,economic
it is the
structures who
has been
discussed
in they
an urban
andthey
Muñoz,
customer
determines
what
want context
to buy (Cohen
and where
want2015),
to buybut
it
there is 2003).
little evidence
the role of
(Baltas,
As such,onbusinesses
tendtheto urban
adapt environment
their productoninsustainable
line with
entrepreneurship.
One study
analysesregions
the geographical
factors
behindand
organizations
consumer
preferences
in specific
and locations
(Etgar
Rachmanthat promote
theFurthermore,
clustering of sustainable
(Sunny
andbyShu,
2019), but
Moore,
2010).
consumers organizations
are not evenly
spread
demographic
assumes that (e.g.
clustering
exists education
in relationlevel,
to these
organizations,
ratherwithin
than
characteristics
age, gender,
income)
over all locations
andareas
the extent
tis aclustering:
theofauthors
not
aanalysing
country. the
For significance
example, urban
tend toofhave
higher share
youngdo
adults
consider
locations
of individual
businesses.
However,
focus onregions,
the location
than
ruralthe
areas.
Consequently,
customer
demand
differs abetween
and of
as
individual
businesses
is keycreate
in advancing
our knowledge
on theasspatial
behaviour
such
potential
customers
the product
differentiation
offered
by the
of sustainable
businesses.
Such2001)
a focus
show how
businesses
supplier
(Phillips
and Peterson,
andcan
influence
whichindividual
places become
placesare
of
influenced by
their 1995).
economic surroundings, and answers the call for more research
production
(Zukin,
on the embeddedness of sustainable entrepreneurship within its context (Muñoz
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Boterman
(2018) studies the location of haute cuisine businesses in the Netherlands
2.1
Introduction
and finds an over representation of haute cuisine in the major urban centres of the
Netherlands.
He argues
“Just
as people
cannotthat:
live without eating, so a business cannot live without
“This
largely
with
the and
general
pattern
of most consumption
profits. But
most
peopleoverlaps
don’t live
to eat,
neither
must businesses
live just to
spaces John
in Amsterdam,
which
are also predominantly concentrated in the
make profits.”
Mackey (2015
p. 250).
central parts of the city. This area is also frequented by the majority of
tourists
anddrivers
visitorsofwho
also areeconomic
typically cultural
(p.166)
Businesses
can be
sustainable
growth. consumers”
However, they
are also
and
explains
this by
the main
driver
of the greenhouse effect (CDP, 2017), air pollution (EuroStat,
“two
interrelated
trends:
(i) the
generaltowards
re-emergence
of larger cities
2019) and
deforestation
(WWF,
2016).
A change
more sustainability
from
exemplified
theircould
demographic
and economic
growth;
and on
(ii)our
the future.
rise of
within the
business by
world
have a phenomenal
positive
effect
urbanto middle
class,and
often
manifesting
itselfthis
through
of
When itancomes
the tourism
hospitality
industry,
is oneprocesses
of the least
gentrification.”
(p.168).in the world. Furthermore, the negative effect of
sustainable
economic sectors
Similar
trends
mayenvironment
shape the location
sustainable
restaurants
restaurants
on the
becomespatterns
a publicofconcern
(Gössling
et al.,from
2009)a
consumer's’
demand
perspective.
and consumers
become
more and more environmentally conscious. As a
consequence, the demand for sustainable products and services is growing. As
Entrepreneurship
cultureindustry
can be more
understood
an informal
that
such, in the restaurant
effort isas being
made toinstitution
become more
comprises
norms,friendly
values(Xu
andand
codes
of conduct
and etLarsson,
environmentally
Jeong,
2019). In(Andersson
addition, Raab
al (2018)2016;
find
Kibler
al., 2014).serving
Some of
these values
individualism
and
that in etparticular,
sustainable
foodareasindependence,
a core product
attracts niche
achievement
(Uhlanerother,
and Thurik,
2007). Generally,
we viewhave
culture
the values,
customers, whereas
more ancillary,
green practices
no as
influence
on
beliefs
andsegmentation.
expected behaviours that are sufficiently common across people within
customer
a given geographical region so that they are considered as shared (Hofstede, 2001).
Thethis
entrepreneurial
culturethe
is nature
seen asand
a collective
the mind in
In
paper, we research
location ofprogramming
sustainabilityofspecialization
which the
underlying value
is oriented
towards
entrepreneurial
behaviour
within
an established
sector;system
the restaurant
sector,
analysing
the within-industry
(Beugelsdijk, 2007).
There is
evidence
that Netherlands.
social entrepreneurship
is
sustainability
specialization
of some
restaurants
in the
Our research
influenced
byofculture
than conventional
entrepreneurship
(Hechavarría,
analyses
thedifferently
occurrence
within-industry
sustainability
specialization,
so that we
2016).
For instance,
withsustainable
traditionalentrepreneurship.
values have higher
levelsthat
of
can
unravel
the spatialcountries
factors of
We show
commercial entrepreneurship
entrepreneurship,iswhereas
countries
with
secular-rational
values tohave
sustainable
not spatially
blind
and
that locality needs
be
higher social entrepreneurship rates. Cohen (2006) argues that culture is crucial to
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facilitating
the creation
of clusters ofentrepreneurs
sustainabilityand
initiatives
innovations.
For
taken
into account
by sustainable
policy and
makers.
Our results
instance,
local
knowledge
and who
practices
a community’s
provide key
insights
for those
seek influence
to fuel a transition
towardssustainability
sustainable
agenda,
the quality and quantity of outdoor recreation can also develop a
business while
practices.
community that cares for the environment.
In this chapter, we explain how and to what extent the sustainability orientation of
Furthermore,
thetopre-existence
of sustainable
peers
in a locale
is likely
to have
businesses leads
sub-sector clustering.
Previous
research
in economic
geography
effects
on newmostly
sustainable
Following
the notion
role models
can pass
has focused
on business.
the spatial
concentration
of that
industrial
sectors
and
on
entrepreneurial
spirit
(Laspita et al.,
2012),
they canlevel
also ispass
a spirit In
of
agglomerations,
while
concentration
at the
sub-sectoral
not on
explained.
sustainability.
Because sustainable
entrepreneurs
have
and
research on sustainable
entrepreneurship
the role
of different
place is values,
largelybeliefs
neglected
competences
than2015):especially,
conventional entrepreneurs
(see does
section
theyrole
need
(Mckeever et al.,
previous research
not 2.2.1.),
address the
of
different
to learn
from. Also,
social networks
that includeresearch
sustainability
establishedpeers
clusters
on sustainable
entrepreneurship.
Furthermore,
on the
professionals
could generate
spill overs ofhas
knowledge
that could
to the start-up
context of sustainable
entrepreneurship
focused mostly
on lead
institutions,
while
of
ventures within
(Acs etand
al., interactions
2009). Consequently,
the presence
of social
peers
thenew
levelsustainable
of embeddedness
with geophysical
space,
and
social
with
specific
knowledge, (Muñoz
competences,
beliefs2018).
and values
on
systems
andnetworks
territories
have
been overlooked
and Cohen,
Existing
sustainability
can qualitative
inspire andoreducate
new and
sustainable
entrepreneurs.
Wherever
research is mostly
conceptual,
focuses on
the cultural and
social
such
peers andofsocial
networks
are located, they
could give
rise to a2017;
sustainable
embeddedness
sustainable
entrepreneurship
(Anderson
and Obeng,
Kibler
entrepreneurship
culture onand
a higher
spatial2013).
scale. The role of existing economic
et al., 2015; Shrivastava
Kennelly,
structures has been discussed in an urban context (Cohen and Muñoz, 2015), but
Lita
(2014)
find that
willing toon
paysustainable
extra for
there etisal.little
evidence
on customers
the role ofaretheincreasingly
urban environment
receiving
environmentally
products
and that
consumers
with higher
entrepreneurship.
One study friendly
analyses the
geographical
factors
behind organizations
incomes
and the
education
levels
were more organizations
likely to frequent
sustainable
that promote
clustering
of sustainable
(Sunny
and Shu,restaurants.
2019), but
Research by
et al. (2018)
that even
thoughorganizations,
only 40% of people
assumes
thatRaab
clustering
existssuggests
in relation
to these
rather know
than
about
the negative
environmental
impact
restaurants,
78% are
analysing
the significance
and the
extentof of
tis clustering:
the willing
authorstodopaynota
premium
to eat
in a sustainable
restaurant.
FromHowever,
this population,
tend
consider the
locations
of individual
businesses.
a focus more
on thewomen
location
of
to
pay an additional
but men
are willing
pay a higher
women
once
individual
businessesfee,
is key
in advancing
ourtoknowledge
on fee
the than
spatial
behaviour
they
agree to pay
an additional
Regarding
relationship
higher
of sustainable
businesses.
Such afee.
focus
can showthehow
individualbetween
businesses
are
education
andeconomic
the frequentation
of sustainable
restaurants,
interestingly,
it is
influencedlevels
by their
surroundings,
and answers
the call for
more research
the
youngest
age group,ofand
consequently
the group with
the lowest
income
of the
on the
embeddedness
sustainable
entrepreneurship
within
its context
(Muñoz
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highly
educated, that is most willing to pay the sustainability premium compared to
2.1
Introduction
other age groups of highly educated people. Sarmiento and Hanandeh (2018)
describe
of sustainable
restaurants
people
who live
havewithout
green
“Just
as patrons
people cannot
live without
eating,assotypically
a business
cannot
lifestyles,
a mid-income
andneither
female.must businesses live just to
profits.
Butearn
most
people don’tand
livearetoyoung
eat, and
make profits.” John Mackey (2015 p. 250).
In conclusion, the psychological traits, social networks, and cultural context of
sustainable can
entrepreneurs
andsustainable
customer economic
demand have
an However,
impact onthey
sustainable
Businesses
be drivers of
growth.
are also
entrepreneurs
andof their
spatial concentration.
The2017),
socialair
andpollution
cultural (EuroStat,
levels of
the
main driver
the greenhouse
effect (CDP,
entrepreneurship
are in (WWF,
part made
upAofchange
the sum
of psychological
factors
of
2019)
and deforestation
2016).
towards
more sustainability
from
individuals
who are world
or maycould
become
in turn,effect
they on
alsoour
influence
within
the business
haveentrepreneurs,
a phenomenalbut
positive
future.
the
individual
entrepreneur.
This and
can lead
to spatially
boundthis
behaviour
change
and,
When
it comes
to the tourism
hospitality
industry,
is one of
the least
possibly, sustainable
entrepreneurship.
Therefore,
we argue
that individual
sustainable
economic sectors
in the world.
Furthermore,
the negative
effect of
psychological
through social
groupsa and
culture,
create
regionaletdifferences
restaurants
on traits,
the environment
becomes
public
concern
(Gössling
al., 2009)
in
where sustainable
may exhibit conscious.
other behavioural
andentrepreneurship,
consumers become
more and entrepreneurs
more environmentally
As a
patterns thantheconventional
entrepreneurs.
We and
believe
sustainable
consequence,
demand for sustainable
products
servicesthat
is growing.
As
entrepreneurship
clusters can
arise due
the interplay
of customer
the
such,
in the restaurant
industry
moreto effort
is being
made todemand
becomeand
more
psychological
traits,
social(Xu
networks,
and cultural
of aspiring
environmentally
friendly
and Jeong,
2019). Incontext
addition,
Raab et entrepreneurs.
al (2018) find
We
that propose:
in particular, serving sustainable food as a core product attracts niche
H2.1: Sustainable
SMEs more
in the ancillary,
restaurantgreen
sectorpractices
are spatially
customers,
whereas other,
haveconcentrated.
no influence on
H2.2: segmentation.
Sustainable SMEs in the restaurant sector are concentrated in different
customer
locations to conventional SMEs in the restaurant sector.
In this paper, we research the nature and location of sustainability specialization

2.3.
Data
and method
within
an established
sector; the restaurant sector, analysing the within-industry
sustainability specialization of restaurants in the Netherlands. Our research
This
exploratory
research
uses secondary
spatial data
to assess the
spatial
analyses
the occurrence
of within-industry
sustainability
specialization,
so that
we
concentration
of sustainable
SMEs.
used multiple
spatial estimates
to test that
the
can unravel the
spatial factors
of We
sustainable
entrepreneurship.
We show
spatial
concentration
of sustainable
conventional
restaurants.
First,needs
the spatial
sustainable
entrepreneurship
is not and
spatially
blind and
that locality
to be
concentration of sustainable SMEs is tested based on point data. Conventional
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SMEs into
and account
control factors
are not entrepreneurs
included in this
Second, Our
the spatial
taken
by sustainable
andanalysis.
policy makers.
results
concentration
of sustainable
as a to
percentage
of conventional
SMEs per
provide
key insights
for thoseSMEs
who seek
fuel a transition
towards sustainable
region is practices.
analysed. If spatial concentration is found in the first two analyses we can
business
confirm that there is a different pattern of spatial concentration between sustainable
and
conventional
thetoNetherlands.
weorientation
map spatial
In this
chapter, werestaurants
explain howinand
what extent Consequently,
the sustainability
of
concentration
to to
find
where itclustering.
occurs in Previous
the Netherlands
which factors
could
businesses leads
sub-sector
researchand
in economic
geography
potentially
explain
this.onThethefollowing
discusses
research sectors
context, and
the
has focused
mostly
spatial section
concentration
of the
industrial
sample
and the design
used to determine
spatial concentration
sustainable
agglomerations,
while concentration
at thethe
sub-sectoral
level is not of
explained.
In
restaurants.
research on sustainable entrepreneurship the role of place is largely neglected
(Mckeever et al., 2015):especially, previous research does not address the role of
2.3.1
Research
context
established
clusters
on sustainable entrepreneurship. Furthermore, research on the
The
focus
of this research
is on SMEs
the restaurant
Sustainable
context
of sustainable
entrepreneurship
has in
focused
mostly onsector.
institutions,
while
restaurants
to a numberwithin
of sustainable
diets with
different
rationales.
Wesocial
base
the level ofcater
embeddedness
and interactions
with
geophysical
space,
our
guidelines
for sustainable
on the (Muñoz
dominant
perception
of
systems
and territories
have beenfood
overlooked
andconsumer
Cohen, 2018).
Existing
sustainable
food and
research or
onconceptual,
sustainable and
diets,
as illustrated
by the sustainable
research is mostly
qualitative
focuses
on the cultural
and social
food
guidelinesofofsustainable
the Voedingscentrum
(Centre(Anderson
for Nutrition)
and Milieu
Centraal
embeddedness
entrepreneurship
and Obeng,
2017;
Kibler
(Environment
Central) in the
Netherlands
Voedingscentrum,
et al., 2015; Shrivastava
and
Kennelly, (Milieucentraal,
2013). The role2018;
of existing
economic
2018).
Ourhas
characterization
based
on scientific
from
food studies
structures
been discussedis in
an urban
context evidence
(Cohen and
Muñoz,
2015), and
but
on
recent
sustainable
foodon
trends
2013; Milieucentraal,
2018;
there
is little
evidence
the (FAO,
role of2006;
the Garnett,
urban environment
on sustainable
Morawicki, 2012;One
Voedingscentrum,
2018).
Local, seasonal,
vegetarian
or vegan
entrepreneurship.
study analyses the
geographical
factors behind
organizations
diets
are morethe
sustainable
the averageorganizations
western diet (Sunny
in termsand
of Shu,
greenhouse
that promote
clusteringthan
of sustainable
2019), gas
but
emissions,that
overfishing,
desertification,
over-fertilization
and than
the
assumes
clustering deforestation,
exists in relation
to these organizations,
rather
accompanying
ocean acidification,
zones
and biodiversity
loss do
(FAO,
analysing the significance
and theocean
extentdead
of tis
clustering:
the authors
not
2006;
2013;ofMorawicki,
2012). Organic
food
is produced
without
considerGarnett,
the locations
individual businesses.
However,
a focus
on the location
of
synthetic
helps
sustain
diversity our
of species
contributing
to a food
system
individualfertilizers
businesses
is key
in advancing
knowledge
on the spatial
behaviour
that
is less sensitive
to pests
and aother
(Holehow
et al.,
2005). This
is socially
of sustainable
businesses.
Such
focusshocks
can show
individual
businesses
are
sustainable,
in extreme
cases such
shocks the
can
in research
famine.
influenced bybecause
their economic
surroundings,
and answers
callresult
for more
Furthermore,
local, seasonal
and organic
food production
promotes
crop (Muñoz
variety,
on the embeddedness
of sustainable
entrepreneurship
within
its context
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which
makes the global food system less susceptible to shocks, thus bolstering
2.1
Introduction
food security. Plant-based diets such as vegan and vegetarian diets promote social
sustainability
by using
for fodder
2012) live
and without
thereby
“Just
as people
cannotfewer
live resources
without eating,
so a(Morawicki,
business cannot
freeing up
fordon’t
use inlive
the to
battle
worldmust
hunger.
profits.
Butarable
most land
people
eat,against
and neither
businesses live just to
make profits.” John Mackey (2015 p. 250).
We consider vegan, organic, local and seasonal diets to be more socially and
environmentally
than the economic
conventional
Western
diet. they
Restaurants
Businesses can besustainable
drivers of sustainable
growth.
However,
are also
serving
seasonal, vegan
food are (EuroStat,
therefore
the mainlocal,
driverorganic,
of the greenhouse
effect and/or
(CDP, vegetarian
2017), air pollution
considered
more sustainable
than
conventional
in sustainability
this research. from
The
2019) and deforestation
(WWF,
2016).
A change restaurants
towards more
locations
restaurants
mainly
(over 50%) positive
vegan, vegetarian,
seasonal,
within theofbusiness
worldserving
could have
a phenomenal
effect on our
future.
local
organictofood
are selected
to determine
the spatial
of
When or
it comes
the tourism
and hospitality
industry,
this is concentration
one of the least
sustainable
in theinrestaurant
sector.
We chose to
50% as effect
a cut-off
sustainable entrepreneurs
economic sectors
the world.
Furthermore,
theuse
negative
of
point,
sinceon
thistheis environment
the percentage
of organic
food concern
a restaurant
in the et
Netherlands
restaurants
becomes
a public
(Gössling
al., 2009)
has
serve for a silver
organic
Foundation,
2018).
and toconsumers
become
morecertification
and more(Eko-Keurmerk
environmentally
conscious.
As a
consequence, the demand for sustainable products and services is growing. As
2.3.2.
such, Sample
in the restaurant industry more effort is being made to become more
The
data used infriendly
this research
the locations
of Raab
all restaurants
in find
the
environmentally
(Xu andconsists
Jeong, of
2019).
In addition,
et al (2018)
Netherlands,
including
sustainable
restaurants.
locations
part ofniche
the
that in particular,
serving
sustainable
food asThese
a core
productareattracts
Dutch
Chamber
of other,
Commerce
LISA-dataset,
contains
businesses
customers,
whereas
more ancillary,
green which
practices
have noallinfluence
on
registered
in the Netherlands in 2013. Of all the food- and beverage outlets in the
customer segmentation.
Netherlands, we include restaurants and hotel-restaurants and exclude café’s,
catering
services,
canteens,theice-cream
fast-food restaurants.
To
In this paper,
we research
nature andparlours
location and
of sustainability
specialization
identify
we manually
browsed
the the
largest
restaurant
within ansustainable
established restaurants,
sector; the restaurant
sector,
analysing
within-industry
booking
and listing
websites inoftherestaurants
Netherlands.inIf the
a restaurant
was listed
a local,
sustainability
specialization
Netherlands.
Our asresearch
seasonal,
organic,
sustainable,
vegetarian, sustainability
or vegan restaurant,
we visited
analyses the
occurrence
of within-industry
specialization,
so thattheir
we
can unravel the spatial factors of sustainable entrepreneurship. We show that
sustainable entrepreneurship is not spatially blind and that locality needs to be
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considered and
thosepolicy
restaurants
serving
least
websiteinto
to investigate
menu4. We
taken
account bytheir
sustainable
entrepreneurs
makers.
Our atresults
50% vegan,
vegetarian
foodto asfuel
sustainable
restaurants.
The final
provide
key insights
for and
thoseorganic
who seek
a transition
towards sustainable
manual selection
business
practices.of sustainable restaurants in the Netherlands consists of 591 out
of 15081 restaurants (4%).
In this chapter, we explain how and to what extent the sustainability orientation of
2.3.3.
Analysis
businesses
leads to sub-sector clustering. Previous research in economic geography
The
this the
paperspatial
test whether
sustainable
clusters
has spatial
focusedanalyses
mostlyin on
concentration
of entrepreneurship
industrial sectors
and
differently
than while
conventional
entrepreneurship.
We execute
three
clustering
agglomerations,
concentration
at the sub-sectoral
level is not
explained.
In
estimates
on our
spatial data.
The spatial analysis
of three
steps for
which
research on
sustainable
entrepreneurship
the roleconsists
of place
is largely
neglected
we
use the ArcMap
software.
(Mckeever
et al., 2015):especially,
previous research does not address the role of
established clusters on sustainable entrepreneurship. Furthermore, research on the
The
firstofstep
of the analysis
consists ofhas
an average
analysis
to
context
sustainable
entrepreneurship
focused nearest
mostly neighbour
on institutions,
while
determine
the location
of restaurants
their
nearest neighbour
is
the level ofwhether
embeddedness
within and
interactionstowith
geophysical
space, social
significantly
shorter than
expected,
given the (Muñoz
size of the
and theExisting
surface
systems and territories
have
been overlooked
anddatabase
Cohen, 2018).
area
of the
(Altman,
1992):
research
is Netherlands
mostly qualitative
or conceptual,
and focuses on the cultural and social
̅
𝐷𝐷
embeddedness
of sustainable entrepreneurship (Anderson and Obeng, 2017;
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
= ̅Ο
(1) Kibler
𝐷𝐷Ε
et al., 2015; Shrivastava and Kennelly, 2013). The role of existing economic

̅Ο isbeen
structures
has
in an urban
context
(Cohen
Muñoz,
but
the discussed
observed mean
distance
between
each and
feature
and 2015),
its nearest
Where 𝐷𝐷

there is little evidence on the role of the urban environment on sustainable
neighbour:

𝑛𝑛
entrepreneurship.
One study analyses the geographical factors behind organizations
̅𝑂𝑂 = ∑𝑖𝑖=1 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝐷𝐷
(2)
𝑛𝑛
that promote the clustering of sustainable organizations (Sunny and Shu, 2019), but

̅𝐸𝐸that
assumes
exists distance
in relation
to features
these organizations,
rather
than
is theclustering
expected mean
for the
given in a random
pattern:
and 𝐷𝐷

analysing
̅𝐸𝐸 = 0.5 the significance and the extent of tis clustering: the authors
𝐷𝐷
(3) do not
√𝑛𝑛/𝐴𝐴
consider the locations of individual businesses. However, a focus on the location of
individual businesses is key in advancing our knowledge on the spatial behaviour

These
websites
include:
www.thefork.nl
(previously,
www.iens.nl),
of sustainable businesses. Suchwww.happycow.com,
a focus can show how individual
businesses are
www.bewustbiologisch.nl,
www.friesstreekproduct.nl,
www.lokaalenlekker.nl,
www.foodlabzeeland.nl,
www.eetnu.nl
(does
influenced by their economic
surroundings, and
answers the
call not
for exist
moreanymore),
research
www.eko-horeca.nl and www.ecolage.nl.
4

on the embeddedness of sustainable entrepreneurship within its context (Muñoz
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In the
above equations, 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 equals the distance between feature i and its nearest
2.1
Introduction

neighbouring feature, 𝑛𝑛 corresponds to the number of features, and 𝐴𝐴 is the area of

a minimum
enclosing
rectangle
around eating,
all features,
its user-specified
areawithout
value.
“Just
as people
cannot
live without
so aorbusiness
cannot live
The average
neighbour
for the
statistic
calculated
profits.
But most
people𝑧𝑧-score
don’t live
to eat,
andisneither
mustas:
businesses live just to

make̅profits.”
John Mackey (2015 p. 250).
̅
𝐷𝐷 −𝐷𝐷
𝑧𝑧 = Ο Ε
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

(4)

Businesses can be drivers of sustainable economic growth. However, they are also
where:
the main driver of the greenhouse effect (CDP, 2017), air pollution (EuroStat,
0.26136

2019)
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
= and2 deforestation (WWF, 2016). A change towards more sustainability
(5) from
√𝑛𝑛 /𝐴𝐴

within the business world could have a phenomenal positive effect on our future.

The
hypothesis
this analysis
states thatindustry,
there isthis
no isspatial
Whennull
it comes
to theoftourism
and hospitality
one ofassociation
the least
between
theeconomic
realizationsectors
of a variable
a location
and its the
neighbours.
point
sustainable
in the on
world.
Furthermore,
negative The
effect
of
data
of the on
individual
restaurants
in the adataset
used (Gössling
for this analysis.
We
restaurants
the environment
becomes
public are
concern
et al., 2009)
perform
this analysis
separately
the more
LISA data
and the selection
of sustainable
and consumers
become
more onand
environmentally
conscious.
As a
restaurants.
consequence, the demand for sustainable products and services is growing. As
such, in the restaurant industry more effort is being made to become more
Second,
we aggregate
data on
a grid
of so-called
polygons,
environmentally
friendlythe
(Xupoint
and Jeong,
2019).
In addition,
Raabfishnet
et al (2018)
find
because
polygon data
is required
for the food
following
grid in the
shapeniche
of a
that in particular,
serving
sustainable
as a step.
coreAproduct
attracts
fishnet
is used
to create
square-shaped
areas green
for thepractices
Netherlands,
that
the regions
customers,
whereas
other,
more ancillary,
havesono
influence
on
we
analyse
all have the same shape and size. We calculate the share of sustainable
customer
segmentation.
restaurants in the polygon by dividing the number of sustainable restaurants by the
total
ourofpoint
data to polygons,
we
In thisnumber
paper, of
we restaurants.
research theAfter
natureaggregating
and location
sustainability
specialization
calculate
global Moran’s
I estimate
of spatialsector,
autocorrelation:
within ana established
sector;
the restaurant
analysing the within-industry
sustainability specialization of restaurants in the Netherlands. Our research
𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛

∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛 ∑𝑖𝑖=1
the
occurrence of within-industry sustainability specialization,(6)
so that we
𝐼𝐼analyses
=
2
∑𝑛𝑛
𝑆𝑆O
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖
can unravel the spatial factors of sustainable entrepreneurship. We show that

sustainable entrepreneurship is not spatially blind and that locality needs to be
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the deviation
of an attribute
for featureand
i from
its mean
(xi –Our
X), results
wi, j is
where into
zi is account
taken
by sustainable
entrepreneurs
policy
makers.
the spatial
weight
between
feature
i and
j, ntoisfuel
equala to
the total towards
number of
features,
provide
key
insights
for those
who
seek
transition
sustainable
and SO is practices.
business
the aggregate of all spatial weights:
𝑆𝑆O = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 ∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
(7)
In this chapter, we explain how and to what extent the sustainability orientation of
businesses
leads
to sub-sector
Previous research in economic geography
The
ZI-score
for the
statistic is clustering.
computed as:
has focused mostly on the spatial concentration of industrial sectors and
𝐼𝐼−E[𝐼𝐼]

(8)
𝑧𝑧agglomerations,
𝐼𝐼 =
while concentration at the sub-sectoral level is not explained.
In
√V[𝐼𝐼]

research on sustainable entrepreneurship the role of place is largely neglected
where:
(Mckeever
et al., 2015):especially, previous research does not address the role of

established
clusters
sustainable entrepreneurship. Furthermore, research on the
E[𝐼𝐼]
= −1/(𝑛𝑛
− 1)on
(3.2.4)
context of sustainable entrepreneurship has focused mostly on institutions, while
− E[𝐼𝐼]2 (3.2.5)within and interactions with geophysical space, social
V[𝐼𝐼]
= E[𝐼𝐼of2 ]embeddedness
the level

systems and territories have been overlooked (Muñoz and Cohen, 2018). Existing
This statistic determines whether the spatial data is randomly or non-randomly
research is mostly qualitative or conceptual, and focuses on the cultural and social
distributed by means of a Z-score (Moran, 1950). Thus, it statistically determines
embeddedness of sustainable entrepreneurship (Anderson and Obeng, 2017; Kibler
the relatedness of a feature to its neighbours. A non-random distribution is an
et al., 2015; Shrivastava and Kennelly, 2013). The role of existing economic
indication of dispersion or clustering. The null hypothesis for this statistic is that
structures has been discussed in an urban context (Cohen and Muñoz, 2015), but
the features are randomly distributed. The statistic requires a defined distance to
there is little evidence on the role of the urban environment on sustainable
determine the distance at which features are considered neighbours. Around each
entrepreneurship. One study analyses the geographical factors behind organizations
feature, a distance band determines which other features are neighbours and which
that promote the clustering of sustainable organizations (Sunny and Shu, 2019), but
are not. We perform this analysis 30 times with different distance bands, to
assumes that clustering exists in relation to these organizations, rather than
determine which distance band is most suitable for our data and our next analysis.
analysing the significance and the extent of tis clustering: the authors do not
For whichever distance the z-score is highest, that is where spatial processes
consider the locations of individual businesses. However, a focus on the location of
promoting clustering are most pronounced. We use these peak distances as spatial
individual businesses is key in advancing our knowledge on the spatial behaviour
weights in the final step.
of sustainable businesses. Such a focus can show how individual businesses are
influenced by their economic surroundings, and answers the call for more research
on the embeddedness of sustainable entrepreneurship within its context (Muñoz
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For Introduction
the third and final step, we use the Getis-Ord Gi* hot spot analysis to
2.1
determine where hotspots of sustainable restaurants are located in the Netherlands
(Getis as
andpeople
Ord, 1992)
“Just
cannot live without eating, so a business cannot live without
The Getis-Ord
local
statistic
is given
profits.
But most
people
don’t
live toas:
eat, and neither must businesses live just to
make profits.”
John̅ Mackey
(2015 p. 250).
𝑛𝑛
∑𝑛𝑛
𝑗𝑗=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 −𝑋𝑋 ∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖∗ =
2
𝑛𝑛
2
[𝑛𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑛
𝑗𝑗=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗−(∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ) ]

(9)

√

𝑆𝑆
Businesses
can be𝑛𝑛−1
drivers of sustainable economic growth. However, they are also

the main driver of the greenhouse effect (CDP, 2017), air pollution (EuroStat,
where xj is the attribute value for feature j, wi, j is the spatial weight between feature
2019) and deforestation (WWF, 2016). A change towards more sustainability from
i and j, n is equal to the total number of features and:
within the business world could have a phenomenal positive effect on our future.
𝑛𝑛

∑ it 𝑥𝑥comes
𝑗𝑗
When
to the tourism and hospitality industry, this is one of(10)
the least
̅ = 𝑗𝑗=1
𝛸𝛸
𝑛𝑛
sustainable economic sectors in the world. Furthermore, the negative effect of

2 the environment becomes a public concern (Gössling et al., 2009)
restaurants
∑𝑛𝑛 𝑥𝑥on
𝑆𝑆 = √ 𝑗𝑗=1 𝑗𝑗 − (𝑋𝑋̅)2
(11)
𝑛𝑛
and consumers
become more and more environmentally conscious. As a

consequence,
products
As
The
Getis-Ordthe
Gi*demand
statisticfor
is sustainable
a z-score. Again,
we and
use services
the shareisofgrowing.
sustainable
such, in the
industry
effort
being considers
made to each
become
more
restaurants
of restaurant
total restaurants
in amore
region.
This isstatistic
feature
in

environmentally
(Xu and
Jeong, 2019).
addition,
Raab et
al (2018)
find
the
context of itsfriendly
neighbour.
It determines
hotInand
cold spots:
areas
of spatial
that in particular,
serving
sustainable
as aspots
coreareproduct
attracts
niche
concentration
and spatial
dispersion.
Hot food
and cold
determined
based
on
customers,
other,
more ancillary,
green practices
no influence
on
the
sum of awhereas
feature and
its neighbours.
It determines
whetherhave
the value
of a feature
customer
and
those segmentation.
of its neighbours are significantly low or high in relation to the sum of all

features in the dataset. A hot spot is found when multiple neighbouring features are
In this to
paper,
research
and location
sustainability
found
havewe
high
values.theAnature
cold spot
is foundofwhen
multiple specialization
neighbouring

within anhave
established
sector; The
the restaurant
sector, analysing
within-industry
features
low values.
statistic requires
a spatial the
weight,
which is
sustainability
specialization
of
restaurants
in
the
Netherlands.
Our
determined by the values of a feature’s neighbours. We determine which research
features

analyses
the occurrence
of within-industry
sustainability
specialization,
we
are
neighbours
on the global
Moran’s I statistic
in step two.
The distancesoatthat
which
can z-statistic
unravel the
spatial
factors
of sustainable
Weweights.
show that
the
of the
Moran’s
I peaks
is a suitableentrepreneurship.
indicator of spatial
All

sustainable
entrepreneurship
is not band
spatially
and inthat
to To
be
features
within
the given distance
are blind
included
thelocality
spatial needs
weight.
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controlinto
for account
the spatial
dependencyentrepreneurs
of features, and
we policy
correct makers.
our analysis
for a
taken
by sustainable
Our results
potentialkey
false
discovery
rate (FDR).
Based
on aa transition
false positivity
the
provide
insights
for those
who seek
to fuel
towardsestimate,
sustainable
features practices.
with the weakest p-values are eliminated from the results (Caldas de
business
Castro and Singer, 2006).
In this chapter, we explain how and to what extent the sustainability orientation of
By
using the
Moran’s
I and Getis-Ord
statistic
in conjunction,
wegeography
use both
businesses
leads
to sub-sector
clustering. Gi*
Previous
research
in economic
global
and local
statistics.
This spatial
allows us
to detect spatial
dependency
on global
has focused
mostly
on the
concentration
of industrial
sectors
and
and
local levels, while
which concentration
verifies our result
onsub-sectoral
multiple scales.
the Moran’s
agglomerations,
at the
levelWhereas
is not explained.
In
Iresearch
detects clustering
in theentrepreneurship
sample as a whole,
Getis-Ord
allows us
on sustainable
thethe
role
of placeGi*
is statistic
largely neglected
to
find localetpockets
of concentration
(Getis research
and Ord, does
1992).
to thethe
nature
(Mckeever
al., 2015):especially,
previous
notDue
address
role of
the
point data
analysis,
it is not possible
to directlyFurthermore,
control for research
population
established
clusters
on sustainable
entrepreneurship.
on and
the
agglomeration
effects. entrepreneurship
The Getis-Ord has
Gi*focused
analysis
is instead
controlledwhile
for
context of sustainable
mostly
on institutions,
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concentration
p < .001. Based on this analysis, we assume a spatial association
2.1
Introduction
between the features in the dataset. Therefore, hypothesis 2.1 is supported.
“Just as people cannot live without eating, so a business cannot live without
profits. But most people don’t live to eat, and neither must businesses live just to
make profits.” John Mackey (2015 p. 250).
Businesses can be drivers of sustainable economic growth. However, they are also
the main driver of the greenhouse effect (CDP, 2017), air pollution (EuroStat,
2019) and deforestation (WWF, 2016). A change towards more sustainability from
within the business world could have a phenomenal positive effect on our future.
When it comes to the tourism and hospitality industry, this is one of the least
sustainable economic sectors in the world. Furthermore, the negative effect of
restaurants on the environment becomes a public concern (Gössling et al., 2009)
and consumers become more and more environmentally conscious. As a
consequence, the demand for sustainable products and services is growing. As
such, in the restaurant industry more effort is being made to become more
environmentally friendly (Xu and Jeong, 2019). In addition, Raab et al (2018) find
that in particular, serving sustainable food as a core product attracts niche
Figure 2.1 Incremental spatial autocorrelation of sustainable restaurants

customers, whereas other, more ancillary, green practices have no influence on
customer segmentation.

We use the Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation analysis to indicate peaks in spatial
concentration
figure 2.1).
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2.1 Introduction
“Just as people cannot live without eating, so a business cannot live without
profits. But most people don’t live to eat, and neither must businesses live just to
make profits.” John Mackey (2015 p. 250).
Businesses can be drivers of sustainable economic growth. However, they are also
the main driver of the greenhouse effect (CDP, 2017), air pollution (EuroStat,
2019) and deforestation (WWF, 2016). A change towards more sustainability from
within the business world could have a phenomenal positive effect on our future.
When it comes to the tourism and hospitality industry, this is one of the least
sustainable economic sectors in the world. Furthermore, the negative effect of
restaurants on the environment becomes a public concern (Gössling et al., 2009)
and consumers become more and more environmentally conscious. As a
consequence, the demand for sustainable products and services is growing. As
such, in the restaurant industry more effort is being made to become more
environmentally friendly (Xu and Jeong, 2019). In addition, Raab et al (2018) find

Figure 2.2 Spatial concentrations of restaurants in the Netherlands (FDR corrected, distance band 20
that in particular, serving sustainable food as a core product attracts niche
kilometres)

customers, whereas other, more ancillary, green practices have no influence on
According to Boterman (2018), food consumption and the rise of haute cuisine in
customer segmentation.
the Netherlands is a consequence of the rise of an urban middle-class. Sustainable
consumption is also most prevalent among the urban middle class (Sarmiento and
In this paper, we research the nature and location of sustainability specialization
El Hanandeh, 2018). This is in line with what we find for Amsterdam. The Gooi en
within an established sector; the restaurant sector, analysing the within-industry
Vecht area, however, is less urban than the other cluster areas and is famous for
sustainability specialization of restaurants in the Netherlands. Our research
being an upper-class residential district. Therefore, the concentration there is not in
analyses the occurrence of within-industry sustainability specialization, so that we
line with Boterman’s (2018) findings of haute cuisine locations. We believe that
can unravel the spatial factors of sustainable entrepreneurship. We show that
the concentration we found in Gooi en Vecht might be explained by the high
sustainable entrepreneurship is not spatially blind and that locality needs to be
income of the inhabitants and a potential desire of upper-class individuals to eat
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research on sustainable entrepreneurship the role of place is largely neglected
(Mckeever et al., 2015):especially, previous research does not address the role of
established clusters on sustainable entrepreneurship. Furthermore, research on the
context of sustainable entrepreneurship has focused mostly on institutions, while
the level of embeddedness within and interactions with geophysical space, social
systems and territories have been overlooked (Muñoz and Cohen, 2018). Existing
research is mostly qualitative or conceptual, and focuses on the cultural and social
embeddedness of sustainable entrepreneurship (Anderson and Obeng, 2017; Kibler
et al., 2015; Shrivastava and Kennelly, 2013). The role of existing economic
structures has been discussed in an urban context (Cohen and Muñoz, 2015), but
there is little evidence on the role of the urban environment on sustainable
entrepreneurship. One study analyses the geographical factors behind organizations
that promote the clustering of sustainable organizations (Sunny and Shu, 2019), but
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between
three and seven. The average percentage of sustainable restaurants,
2.1
Introduction
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industry
cluster (Jacobs, 1969). Although the analysis is limited due to the small
2.1
Introduction
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environmentally friendly (Xu and Jeong, 2019). In addition, Raab et al (2018) find
that in particular, serving sustainable food as a core product attracts niche
customers, whereas other, more ancillary, green practices have no influence on
customer segmentation.
In this paper, we research the nature and location of sustainability specialization
within an established sector; the restaurant sector, analysing the within-industry
sustainability specialization of restaurants in the Netherlands. Our research
analyses the occurrence of within-industry sustainability specialization, so that we
can unravel the spatial factors of sustainable entrepreneurship. We show that
sustainable entrepreneurship is not spatially blind and that locality needs to be
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6.1 A recap of the research aim and research questions
Entrepreneurs have the potential to act as change agents for sustainability by
introducing creative solutions in response to grand challenges, but to do so, they
first must
have recognize
to recognize
an opportunity.
an opportunity.
However,
However,
it remains
it remains
unclear
unclear
exactly
exactly
how,how,
why
and
why and
where
where
sustainable
sustainable
entrepreneurs
entrepreneursrecognize
recognizeopportunities
opportunities (McBride
(McBride and
Wuebker, 2020; Wood and McKinley, 2020). This dissertation has provided new
insights into the opportunity recognition process of sustainable entrepreneurs. It
has focussed especially on the relationship between social and environmental
problems, the recognition of these problems, and subsequent sustainable
opportunity recognition.
Notably, the aim of this dissertation is threefold, to provide insight into: (1) why
sustainable entrepreneurs recognize sustainable opportunities, (2) which locations
provide beneficial conditions for the recognition of sustainable opportunities, and
(3) how sustainable entrepreneurs can create and/or discover opportunities for
sustainable business. The question at the heart of this dissertation is: where, how
and why do entrepreneurs recognize business opportunities for sustainable
business?
To address the main research question, four sub-questions were developed. Each of
these questions contributes to answering the main research question and leads to a
better understanding of one of the research aims:
1. To what extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?
2. To what extent does sustainability problem recognition mediate the
relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition?
3. How does identity influence opportunity recognition in relation to a wicked
problem?
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4. How do entrepreneurs and activists in a moral market niche attempt to
change consumer culture?
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
andand
offers
a summary
of the
and
main research
research question
questionofofthe
thedissertation
dissertation,
offers
a summary
of findings
the findings
subsequent
mainmain
conclusions.
Additionally,
and subsequent
conclusions.
Additionally,it itreflects
reflects onon the
the theoretical
implications of the findings, and discusses the study’s limitations and potential
avenues for future research. It then turns to a discussion of implications for
practitioners. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion.

6.2 Summary of the findings
To address the main research question, I started by answering the first sub
question, which asks where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities.
Chapter two serves to contextualize the other studies by showing which
environments facilitate opportunity recognition for sustainable entrepreneurship,
before going into specific questions of how and why. The sub-question “to what
extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?” was analysed
using an inclusive sample of all legally registered restaurants in the Netherlands in
2013, meaning that location data was known for all restaurants in that year. This
data was matched to listings of sustainable restaurants. I calculated the percentage
of sustainable restaurants relative to all restaurants in a region and subsequently
analysed which regions had significantly high occurrences of sustainable
restaurants. I found that there is a disproportionately high number of sustainable
restaurants in areas which already have the highest densities of restaurants in the
Netherlands. This supports the notion of sub-sector clustering for sustainable
entrepreneurship, on the basis of two potential explanations. Either opportunities
for sustainable entrepreneurship arise more often in areas that already have a high
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density
of industry-specific
entrepreneurs,
or such
opportunities are more
6.1
A recap
of the research aim
and research
questions
successfully recognized and exploited in these kinds of geographical areas.
Entrepreneurs have the potential to act as change agents for sustainability by
The second sub-question, “to what extent does sustainability problem recognition
introducing creative solutions in response to grand challenges, but to do so, they
mediate the relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition?”
first have to recognize an opportunity. However, it remains unclear exactly how,
is also addressed using a quantitative methodology in chapter three. A crosswhy and where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities (McBride and
sectional survey was used to collect data from entrepreneurs on crowdfunding
Wuebker, 2020; Wood and McKinley, 2020). This dissertation has provided new
platforms. First, I analysed the relationship between entrepreneurs’ values,
insights into the opportunity recognition process of sustainable entrepreneurs. It
sustainability problem recognition and sustainable opportunity recognition and I
has focussed especially on the relationship between social and environmental
found that problem and opportunity recognition can be measured as separate
problems, the recognition of these problems, and subsequent sustainable
constructs, rather than as parts of one single construct. The first analysis also
opportunity recognition.
showed that biospheric values have a positive influence on the recognition of
sustainability
problems,
that egoisticis values
have
negative
influence
on why
the
Notably, the aim
of this dissertation
threefold,
to aprovide
insight
into: (1)
recognition
of sustainability
problems,
and that sustainability
recognition
sustainable entrepreneurs
recognize
sustainable
opportunities, problem
(2) which
locations
has
a positive
influence
on for
sustainable
opportunity
recognition.
Interestingly,
provide
beneficial
conditions
the recognition
of sustainable
opportunities,
and
altruistic
values wereentrepreneurs
revealed to have
no influence
on sustainability
problem
(3) how sustainable
can create
and/or discover
opportunities
for
recognition.
This indicates
that caring
the environment
sustainable business.
The question
at theabout
heartnature
of thisand
dissertation
is: where,has
howa
significant
influence
on sustainability
and,forindirectly,
on
and
why do
entrepreneurs
recognize problem
business recognition
opportunities
sustainable
sustainable
business? opportunity recognition, whereas caring about others is less relevant.
Second, a subsample of sustainable entrepreneurs was created to identify mediation
To address the main research question, four sub-questions were developed. Each of
effects between values, sustainability problem recognition, and sustainable
these questions contributes to answering the main research question and leads to a
opportunity recognition that are specific for sustainable entrepreneurs.
better understanding of one of the research aims:
Sustainability problem recognition is shown to fully and positively mediate the
relationship
between
biospheric
valuesentrepreneurs
and sustainable
opportunity
recognition.
1. To what
extent
do sustainable
in the
Netherlands
cluster? In
this 2.
sub-sample,
valuessustainability
also have a positive
fully mediated
effect.
To what altruistic
extent does
problem and
recognition
mediate
the
This shows
that altruistic
valuesand
aresustainable
importantopportunity
motivatorsrecognition?
for sustainable
relationship
between values
opportunity
yetinfluence
as these opportunity
values are strongly
correlated
withtobiospheric
3. Howrecognition,
does identity
recognition
in relation
a wicked
values, their
effect might remain undetected in analyses where both types of values
problem?
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are 4.
usedHow
together.
To summarize,
chapterin3 athe
findings
showed
values,
do entrepreneurs
and inactivists
moral
market
nichethat
attempt
to
problemchange
recognition,
andculture?
opportunity recognition are related, with values being
consumer
directly related to problem recognition, and problem recognition being directly
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
related to opportunity recognition. I partially answer the question why sustainable
main research question of the dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
entrepreneurs recognize sustainable opportunities: because they ascribe importance
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
to altruistic and biospheric values, and because they recognize sustainability
implications of the findings, and discusses the study’s limitations and potential
problems.
avenues for future research. It then turns to a discussion of implications for
In chapter four,
the third
sub-question
is aaddressed
with a qualitative research
practitioners.
Finally,
the chapter
ends with
conclusion.
design. I analysed the question: how does identity influence opportunity

6.2 Summary of the findings

recognition in relation to a wicked problem? I interviewed 26 social entrepreneurs

in 25 interviews. All social entrepreneurs in the sample act in response to the
To address the main research question, I started by answering the first sub
wicked problem posed by animal welfare and environmental concerns in animal
question, which asks where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities.
industries. They problematize the use of animals for food, clothing, cosmetics and
Chapter two serves to contextualize the other studies by showing which
entertainment for social, environmental, health and moral reasons. Based on an
environments facilitate opportunity recognition for sustainable entrepreneurship,
analysis of the interviews, I find that identity plays a crucial role in the recognition
before going into specific questions of how and why. The sub-question “to what
of opportunities for social change. I find that the opportunity recognition process
extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?” was analysed
for social change from an identity perspective consists of four stages: (1)
using an inclusive sample of all legally registered restaurants in the Netherlands in
recognising a wicked problem, (2) reinforcing a prosocial identity, (3) narrowing
2013, meaning that location data was known for all restaurants in that year. This
the wicked problem down into a specific problem, and (4) recognizing an
data was matched to listings of sustainable restaurants. I calculated the percentage
opportunity: connecting the specific problem to a (previous) occupational role
of sustainable restaurants relative to all restaurants in a region and subsequently
identity. Additionally, the third and fourth stages of the opportunity recognition
analysed which regions had significantly high occurrences of sustainable
process may occur in succession, or simultaneously, and opportunity recognition
restaurants. I found that there is a disproportionately high number of sustainable
may be political, commercial or hybrid. These findings provide insight into the
restaurants in areas which already have the highest densities of restaurants in the
reasons why entrepreneurs recognize opportunities in response to grand challenges
Netherlands. This supports the notion of sub-sector clustering for sustainable
and how they do so. The answers to these questions are intertwined with the
entrepreneurship, on the basis of two potential explanations. Either opportunities
concept of identity: a self-reinforcing prosocial identity process provides social
for sustainable entrepreneurship arise more often in areas that already have a high
entrepreneurs both with a reason to pursue sustainability goals (because they are
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prosocial
individuals),
and a way
to do
it (by
strengthening
their prosocial identity,
6.1
A recap
of the research
aim
and
research
questions
and consequently connecting it to a specific problem and occupational identity).
Entrepreneurs have the potential to act as change agents for sustainability by
Finally, in chapter five I analyse the way in which social entrepreneurs and
introducing creative solutions in response to grand challenges, but to do so, they
activists try to influence consumer culture, to uncover how they can create
first have to recognize an opportunity. However, it remains unclear exactly how,
opportunities in response to grand challenges. The question I attempt to answer is
why and where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities (McBride and
“how do entrepreneurs and activists in a moral market niche attempt to change
Wuebker, 2020; Wood and McKinley, 2020). This dissertation has provided new
consumer culture?” I use interviews with 26 entrepreneurs and activists associated
insights into the opportunity recognition process of sustainable entrepreneurs. It
with the animal ethics and animal-environmental movements to research their
has focussed especially on the relationship between social and environmental
strategies for consumer culture change. Based on the interviews, I find a synergistic
problems, the recognition of these problems, and subsequent sustainable
push-pull effect of entrepreneurial and activist strategies. A push strategy focuses
opportunity recognition.
on trying to structurally push consumers out of what our interviewees consider
immoral
behaviours,is while
a pull
focusesinto:
on trying
to
Notably, or
theunsustainable
aim of this dissertation
threefold,
to strategy
provide insight
(1) why
structurally
pull consumers
into those
new behaviours
that(2)our
interviewees
sustainable entrepreneurs
recognize
sustainable
opportunities,
which
locations
consider
moral. Push
and pull
have anof iterative,
strengthening
effect.
provide beneficial
conditions
forstrategies
the recognition
sustainable
opportunities,
and
Interviewees
expect that
those consumers
whoand/or
have discover
been exposed
to pushing
(3)
how sustainable
entrepreneurs
can create
opportunities
for
strategies arebusiness.
more likely
positively
respond
strategies, is:
andwhere,
vice versa.
sustainable
Thetoquestion
at the
hearttoofpulling
this dissertation
how
Basedwhy
on these
broad strategies,
I identify
lower-level
tactics that
connect
and
do entrepreneurs
recognize
business
opportunities
for (1)
sustainable
activists and entrepreneurs to the consumer by showing why moral consumer
business?
culture is aligned with their values, (2) provide controversial information to them,
To address the main research question, four sub-questions were developed. Each of
(3) extend moral consumerism to form links with other consumer values, and (4)
these questions contributes to answering the main research question and leads to a
create a radical innovation that facilitates moral consumerism. While the
better understanding of one of the research aims:
connecting and the broadening tactics can be used in both push and pull strategies,
the innovation
is predominantly
used in pull strategies,
and the controversial
1. To whattactic
extent
do sustainable entrepreneurs
in the Netherlands
cluster?
tactic
predominantly
useddoes
in push
strategies. problem recognition mediate the
2. is To
what extent
sustainability
relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition?
3. How does identity influence opportunity recognition in relation to a wicked
problem?
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How
do entrepreneurs and activists in a moral market niche attempt to
6.3 4.
Main
conclusion
change consumer culture?
The sub-questions discussed in the previous section all play a part in answering the
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
main research question: “where, how and why do entrepreneurs recognize business
main research question of the dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
opportunities for sustainable business?” My research shows that (1) sustainable
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
business opportunities are recognized within same-industry clusters in the
implications of the findings, and discusses the study’s limitations and potential
Netherlands, (2) that identity, values and the recognition of problems provide an
avenues for future research. It then turns to a discussion of implications for
explanation as to why entrepreneurs recognize sustainable opportunities, (3) that
practitioners. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion.
sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities through identity processes and by
translating
wicked
problems
into specific problems, and (4) that they create
6.2
Summary
of the
findings
opportunities by shaping moral market niches through sustainable consumer
culture.
Thesethefindings
provide insights
intoI the
concept
opportunity
relation
To
address
main research
question,
started
by of
answering
theinfirst
sub
to sustainability
to reduce
the ambiguity
surrounding
opportunity
question,
which and
asks help
where
sustainable
entrepreneurs
recognizetheopportunities.
construct two
by showing
cognitive andthe
contextual
factors influence
opportunity
Chapter
serves which
to contextualize
other studies
by showing
which
recognition for
sustainable
business.
Additionally,
this dissertation
adds to
environments
facilitate
opportunity
recognition
for sustainable
entrepreneurship,
knowledge
howspecific
opportunities
areofrecognized
in relation
to a specific“to
enabler
before
goingoninto
questions
how and why.
The sub-question
what
(Davidsson
et al., 2018)
that applies
to Netherlands
many entrepreneurs
a social
or
extent
do sustainable
entrepreneurs
in the
cluster?” - was
analysed
environmental
problem
(Gras
et al.,
2020).
using
an inclusive
sample
of all
legally
registered restaurants in the Netherlands in
2013, meaning that location data was known for all restaurants in that year. This

6.4 Reflections on the theoretical implications of the results

data was matched to listings of sustainable restaurants. I calculated the percentage
of sustainable restaurants relative to all restaurants in a region and subsequently
In this section, I reflect on the general theoretical implications of the results of this
analysed which regions had significantly high occurrences of sustainable
dissertation, while the specific reflections on the theoretical implications of each
restaurants. I found that there is a disproportionately high number of sustainable
individual research project are presented in each of the chapters. In this dissertation
restaurants in areas which already have the highest densities of restaurants in the
I set out to address some of the problems of the opportunity construct, which
Netherlands. This supports the notion of sub-sector clustering for sustainable
suffers from definitional fragmentation, an abstract nature, a backward-looking
entrepreneurship, on the basis of two potential explanations. Either opportunities
orientation, ambiguity and embedded favourability (Davidsson, 2015; McBride and
for sustainable entrepreneurship arise more often in areas that already have a high
Wuebker, 2020; Wood, 2017; Wood and McKinley, 2020). I was able to bring
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moreAclarity
construct
three ways,
which are discussed as the
6.1
recaptoofthe
theopportunity
research aim
and in
research
questions
first three contributions below. Additionally, this dissertation adds to the
knowledge of sustainable
opportunity
recognition,
is discussed
as a fourth
Entrepreneurs
have the potential
to act
as changewhich
agents
for sustainability
by
contribution
to the literature
Finally,butI discuss
introducing creative
solutionsonin opportunity
response to recognition.
grand challenges,
to do so,a fifth
they
contribution,
which evolves
around how
this dissertation
adds knowledge
on
first have to recognize
an opportunity.
However,
it remains unclear
exactly how,
opportunity
structures.
why and where
sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities (McBride and
Wuebker, 2020; Wood and McKinley, 2020). This dissertation has provided new
First, this dissertation addresses the issue that problem recognition is often
insights into the opportunity recognition process of sustainable entrepreneurs. It
considered as an element of the concept of opportunity recognition. This view is
has focussed especially on the relationship between social and environmental
problematic for two reasons. First, problem recognition is not a unique predictor of
problems, the recognition of these problems, and subsequent sustainable
opportunity recognition. It is a predictor for many different beliefs, cognitive
opportunity recognition.
processes and behaviours beyond those of entrepreneurs, yet scholars in these
literatures
doaim
notofconsider
it to beisathreefold,
part, but torather
an insight
antecedent
Notably, the
this dissertation
provide
into: to
(1) them
why
(Camillus,
Steg etrecognize
al., 2014a;
Stern, 2000).
Considering
problem
and
sustainable 2008;
entrepreneurs
sustainable
opportunities,
(2) which
locations
opportunity
recognition
as a single
therefore
contrastsopportunities,
with the position
provide beneficial
conditions
for theconstruct
recognition
of sustainable
and
of problem
recognition
in other literatures,
the strategy
and social
(3)
how sustainable
entrepreneurs
can create including
and/or discover
opportunities
for
psychology business.
literaturesThe
(Camillus,
2008;
Steg of
et this
al., dissertation
2014a). Second,
problem
sustainable
question at
the heart
is: where,
how
recognition
a negative
judgment
of a situation,
whereas
and
why doimplies
entrepreneurs
recognize
business
opportunities
for opportunity
sustainable
recognition refers to a positive judgement of a situation (Davidsson, 2015; Smith,
business?
1989). In fact, problem recognition is closer to being the opposite of opportunity
To address the main research question, four sub-questions were developed. Each of
recognition than it is to being a constituent of opportunity recognition. Thus,
these questions contributes to answering the main research question and leads to a
discussing problem recognition and opportunity recognition as a single construct
better understanding of one of the research aims:
renders the concept of opportunity recognition ambiguous.
1. To what extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?
This dissertation has addressed the issue of the ambiguity surrounding problem
2. To what extent does sustainability problem recognition mediate the
recognition and opportunity recognition by verifying that problem and opportunity
relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition?
recognition are two distinct concepts. Problem recognition is indeed distinct from
3. How does identity influence opportunity recognition in relation to a wicked
opportunity recognition and is an antecedent of it. Second, I have shown that
problem?
problem recognition does not occur at a single moment in time, because problem
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recognition
itself
is a processand
- one
that is inof acrucial
to sustainable
4. Howindo
entrepreneurs
activists
moral importance
market niche
attempt to
opportunity
recognition.
typically does not occur at a single moment in time,
change
consumer Itculture?
because complex sustainability problems need to be translated into more specific
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
problems before they can be addressed through opportunity. This translation takes
main research question of the dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
time. Moreover, by teasing out the distinctiveness of the opportunity and problem
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
constructs, and by showing how these constructs are related to one another, this
implications of the findings, and discusses the study’s limitations and potential
study has helped to clarify some of the ambiguity surrounding the concept of
avenues for future research. It then turns to a discussion of implications for
opportunity recognition (Davidsson, 2015; Wood and McKinley, 2020).
practitioners. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion.
As a related and second contribution of this dissertation, this dissertation helps to

6.2 Summary of the findings

clarify definitional fragmentation, by specifying a sub-type of opportunity that falls

under the opportunity umbrella: the problem-based opportunity. This sub-type can
To address the main research question, I started by answering the first sub
be found in many managerial contexts, because managers and entrepreneurs also
question, which asks where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities.
need to solve a multitude of other problems, which are not necessarily
Chapter two serves to contextualize the other studies by showing which
sustainability problems (Camillus, 2008). The additional specification that
environments facilitate opportunity recognition for sustainable entrepreneurship,
problem-solving poses to the definition of a sustainable opportunity helps to
before going into specific questions of how and why. The sub-question “to what
recognize it as one of many ways to recognize opportunities. This specific, yet
extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?” was analysed
generalizable view of opportunity as a problem-solving entity clears up the
using an inclusive sample of all legally registered restaurants in the Netherlands in
ambiguity surrounding this type of opportunity by clearly delimiting construct
2013, meaning that location data was known for all restaurants in that year. This
boundaries. By presenting problem-based opportunity as a specific type of
data was matched to listings of sustainable restaurants. I calculated the percentage
opportunity, I also make clear which cases are not opportunity-as-problem-solving.
of sustainable restaurants relative to all restaurants in a region and subsequently
This definitional specificity helps to more clearly delineate the opportunity
analysed which regions had significantly high occurrences of sustainable
construct.
restaurants. I found that there is a disproportionately high number of sustainable
Third, in this
dissertation
I take have
position
in the densities
discussionof on
the nature
of
restaurants
in areas
which already
the highest
restaurants
in the
opportunities,
specifically,
theyofaresub-sector
discoveredclustering
or created.
this
Netherlands. This
supportswhether
the notion
for Within
sustainable
discussion,
I accept
Wood
& ofMcKinley’s
(2020)
notion ofEither
opportunity
as an
entrepreneurship,
on the
basis
two potential
explanations.
opportunities
umbrella
term, and
McBride & Wuebker’s
view
that
opportunities
cana high
both
for sustainable
entrepreneurship
arise more(2020)
often in
areas
that
already have
be subjectively and objectively viewed. As such, opportunities can be in part
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created
and in
discoveredaim
(Renko
et al., 2012),
rather than being either
6.1
A recap
of part
the research
and research
questions
discovered or created. Accepting that both might (partially) occur allows
researchers to have
clearly
on totheactviews
of entrepreneurs
on opportunity
Entrepreneurs
the reflect
potential
as change
agents for sustainability
by
recognition, creative
whethersolutions
these entrepreneurs
opportunities
created,
introducing
in response believe
to grandthat
challenges,
but to are
do so,
they
discovered,
both. Additionally,
it enables
researchers
to unclear
build theory
directly
first have toorrecognize
an opportunity.
However,
it remains
exactly
how,
from
data,where
by letting
the dataentrepreneurs
speak for itself,
insteadopportunities
of becoming(McBride
caught upand
in
why and
sustainable
recognize
definitional
debates.
Some
may This
view dissertation
opportunity has
as objective,
and
Wuebker, 2020;
Wood
and entrepreneurs
McKinley, 2020).
provided new
some
as subjective
(McBride and
Wuebker,process
2020), of
while
many entrepreneurs
refer
insights
into the opportunity
recognition
sustainable
entrepreneurs.
It
to
subjective
and objective
of opportunity.
Therefore,
have enabled
hasboth
focussed
especially
on theelements
relationship
between social
and Ienvironmental
the
perspectives
of entrepreneurs
to come
to theand
foresubsequent
in this research,
and
problems,
the recognition
of these
problems,
sustainable
accordingly,
I have determined my perspective of opportunity as both created and
opportunity recognition.
recognized based on their views. The key take-away from this dissertation with
Notably, the aim of this dissertation is threefold, to provide insight into: (1) why
respect to the nature of opportunity is the long-recognized notion that opportunity
sustainable entrepreneurs recognize sustainable opportunities, (2) which locations
exists on the nexus between the individual and the context (Gaglio, 1997; Shane,
provide beneficial conditions for the recognition of sustainable opportunities, and
2003), a fact which both the discovery and the creation views recognize (McBride
(3) how sustainable entrepreneurs can create and/or discover opportunities for
and Wuebker, 2020). I emphasize that the question of creation versus discovery is a
sustainable business. The question at the heart of this dissertation is: where, how
matter of degree rather than kind, as some opportunities are more subjectively
and why do entrepreneurs recognize business opportunities for sustainable
created than discovered, and some opportunities are more objectively discovered
business?
than created. There tends to be an element of both in opportunity recognition
processes
al., 2012).
Whilefour
thesub-questions
view that opportunity
can be
both
To
address(Renko
the mainetresearch
question,
were developed.
Each
of
discovered
and contributes
created may
be paradoxical,
it research
can alsoquestion
serve toand
successfully
these questions
to answering
the main
leads to a
embrace
the diverse experiences
entrepreneurs
better understanding
of one of theofresearch
aims: (McBride and Wuebker, 2020).
As 1.
a fourth
contribution,
this dissertation
adds toin the
specific knowledge
To what
extent do sustainable
entrepreneurs
the Netherlands
cluster? on
opportunity
recognition
sustainable
entrepreneurship.
Since the mediate
start of this
2. To what
extent for
does
sustainability
problem recognition
the
PhD project
in 2016,between
problemvalues
recognition
has increasingly
found
its way into the
relationship
and sustainable
opportunity
recognition?
academic
discussion
on sustainable
(Belz and
Binder, to
2017;
Gras
3. How
does identity
influenceentrepreneurship
opportunity recognition
in relation
a wicked
et al., 2020).
To add to this growing literature, this dissertation supplements Belz &
problem?
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Binder’s
(2017)
notion that opportunities
entrepreneurship
4. How
do entrepreneurs
and activists for
in asustainable
moral market
niche attempt are
to
recognized
in relation
to culture?
sustainability problems in three ways. First and most
change
consumer
importantly, I show that the process of opportunity recognition for sustainable
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
entrepreneurship has additional variables. Belz & Binder (2017) referred to
main research question of the dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
problem recognition as a singular variable, which directly influences opportunity
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
recognition, yet my findings show that this is not the case. First, problem
implications of the findings, and discusses the study’s limitations and potential
recognition is not singular, but knows different stages that occur at different
avenues for future research. It then turns to a discussion of implications for
moments in time, and second, crucial events such as the strengthening of a
practitioners. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion.
prosocial identity occur in between the recognition of a sustainability problem and
the recognition
sustainable
6.2
Summary of
of athe
findingsopportunity. Specifically, a wicked problem is first
recognized, after which a prosocial identity is reinforced, and then it is cognitively
processed
of abstraction,
specific problem.
To
addressinto
thea lower
main level
research
question, Iwhich
startedI call
by aanswering
the firstOnly
sub
after thesewhich
three distinct
steps sustainable
is an opportunity
recognized.
Second,opportunities.
I show how
question,
asks where
entrepreneurs
recognize
importanttwo
identity
the opportunity
process
of sustainable
Chapter
servesis toin contextualize
the recognition
other studies
by showing
which
entrepreneurs. facilitate
Identity isopportunity
not just anrecognition
antecedent for
of this
process, entrepreneurship,
but it shapes the
environments
sustainable
way in going
whichinto
entrepreneurs
recognize
opportunities
are
before
specific questions
of opportunities
how and why.and
Thewhich
sub-question
“to what
recognized.
Vice versa,entrepreneurs
my findings in
show
opportunity
also shapes
identity
extent
do sustainable
the that
Netherlands
cluster?”
was analysed
processes.
Third, this
dissertation
shows
the importance
number
of other
using
an inclusive
sample
of all legally
registered
restaurantsofinathe
Netherlands
in
cognitive
variables
sustainable
opportunity
including
and
2013,
meaning
that for
location
data was
known forrecognition,
all restaurants
in that values
year. This
self-efficacy.
Notably,
I found
that altruistic
and biospheric
values
influence
data
was matched
to listings
of sustainable
restaurants.
I calculated
the percentage
opportunity
recognition
variable
sustainability
problem
of
sustainable
restaurantsthrough
relativethe
to mediating
all restaurants
in a of
region
and subsequently
recognition.
Self-efficacy
influences
sustainable
opportunity of
directly.
This
analysed
which
regions had
significantly
high occurrences
sustainable
knowledge helps
understand
enables some high
entrepreneurs
recognize
restaurants.
I foundto that
there is awhat
disproportionately
number oftosustainable
sustainable in
opportunities,
others
dothe
not.highest densities of restaurants in the
restaurants
areas whichwhile
already
have
Netherlands. This supports the notion of sub-sector clustering for sustainable
Finally, this dissertation adds to the work on the contextual factors that enable
entrepreneurship, on the basis of two potential explanations. Either opportunities
opportunity recognition. Chapters two and five, reveal additional knowledge about
for sustainable entrepreneurship arise more often in areas that already have a high
which contexts are favourable for sustainable opportunity recognition. I show that
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contextual
factors,
problems, an active social
6.1
A recap
of theincluding
researchsocial
aim and
and environmental
research questions
movement and an established cluster of conventional, sector-specific entrepreneurs
facilitate sustainable
opportunity
recognition.
First,agents
socialforandsustainability
environmental
Entrepreneurs
have the
potential to
act as change
by
problems
a given
in relation
to opportunity
recognitionbutfor
sustainable
introducingare
creative
solutions
in response
to grand challenges,
to do
so, they
entrepreneurship
(Belz an
andopportunity.
Binder, 2017).
However,
they need
to beexactly
visiblehow,
and
first have to recognize
However,
it remains
unclear
accessible
for (aspiring)
sustainable
entrepreneurs.
Thus,
I argue that
a contextand
in
why and where
sustainable
entrepreneurs
recognize
opportunities
(McBride
which
knowledge
on social
and environmental
is has
available
enables
Wuebker,
2020; Wood
and McKinley,
2020). Thisproblems
dissertation
provided
new
opportunity
for recognition
sustainable process
entrepreneurship.
Laws
that ensure
insights into recognition
the opportunity
of sustainable
entrepreneurs.
It
transparent
and between
governments,
of
has focussedbehaviour
especially ofon companies
the relationship
social the
and availability
environmental
information
on sustainability
a cultureand
which
promotes openness
to
problems, the
recognition problems,
of these and
problems,
subsequent
sustainable
new
information
are examples of environments that enable sustainable opportunity
opportunity
recognition.
recognition. Second, an active social movement can aid sustainable entrepreneurs
Notably, the aim of this dissertation is threefold, to provide insight into: (1) why
in the recognition of opportunities by criticising alternative, less sustainable
sustainable entrepreneurs recognize sustainable opportunities, (2) which locations
practices (Hiatt et al., 2009). When movements contest the practices of incumbents,
provide beneficial conditions for the recognition of sustainable opportunities, and
they mobilize consumers to consume differently. This opens up space for
(3) how sustainable entrepreneurs can create and/or discover opportunities for
entrepreneurs to recognize new opportunities and to enter or create new markets.
sustainable business. The question at the heart of this dissertation is: where, how
Third, I found that clusters of sustainable entrepreneurship arise in places that
and why do entrepreneurs recognize business opportunities for sustainable
already have sector-specific clusters. This adds to the clustering literature by
business?
presenting the clustering of sustainable entrepreneurship as sub-sectoral clustering
(Christaller,
1966;
Other
suchwere
as luxury
sub-sectors,
To address the
mainGaspar,
research2018).
question,
foursub-sectors,
sub-questions
developed.
Each of
may
take on
this form to
of answering
clustering the
(e.g.,
luxury
automotive
industry
andtothea
thesealso
questions
contributes
main
research
question
and leads
fashion
industry). The
clusteringaims:
of sustainable entrepreneurship arises
better understanding
of sub-sector
one of the research
because entrepreneurs can benefit from the presence of sectoral knowledge,
1. To what extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?
practices, culture and regulations (Delgado et al., 2010; Porter, 1990). Thus, I argue
2. To what extent does sustainability problem recognition mediate the
that sustainable opportunities are most often recognized or created within an
relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition?
industry cluster. When it comes to the topic of opportunity structures, it has been
3. How does identity influence opportunity recognition in relation to a wicked
seen that sustainable entrepreneurs also try to alter opportunity structures
problem?
themselves. In chapter five I found that entrepreneurs actively try to influence
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consumer
culture,
with the goaland
of changing
good.attempt
Thereby,
4. How
do entrepreneurs
activists consumer
in a moralculture
marketforniche
to
they alsochange
create consumer
new demand
for their sustainable products and services (Georgallis
culture?
and Lee, 2020).
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
main
research question
of the research
dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
6.5 Limitations
and future
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
implications
the PhD
findings,
and discusses
the study’s
limitations and
potential
The studies inofthis
dissertation
used a range
of methodologies,
all with
their
avenues
for future
research. Additionally,
It then turnsthetotheoretical
a discussion
of implications
for
own benefits
and limitations.
approaches
adopted also
practitioners.
Finally,
the chapter
endssection
with a thus
conclusion.
give rise to some
limitations.
This
discusses the limitations of this
dissertation and potential avenues for future research.

6.2 Summary of the findings

First, this dissertation uses the Netherlands as a research context in three out of
fouraddress
chapters.the
Considering
that the
context Iofstarted
sustainable
entrepreneurs
crucial
To
main research
question,
by answering
the isfirst
sub
for sustainable
recognition,
choice of therecognize
Netherlands
as a study
question,
whichopportunity
asks where
sustainableourentrepreneurs
opportunities.
area may two
omit serves
findingstothatcontextualize
are relevant for
contexts,bysuch
as developing
Chapter
thedifferent
other studies
showing
which
countries or countries
are less urbanized.
the entrepreneurship,
highly urbanized
environments
facilitatethat
opportunity
recognitionFor
forinstance,
sustainable
context
of theinto
Netherlands
creates aofunique
environment
in which the“to
relative
before going
specific questions
how and
why. The sub-question
what
distance
agglomerations
is low
and Netherlands
the rural-urban
divide was
is less
strong
extent dobetween
sustainable
entrepreneurs
in the
cluster?”
analysed
than
countries,
like
States or Sweden
(Hans
andNetherlands
Koster, 2018;
usinginanother
inclusive
sample
of the
all United
legally registered
restaurants
in the
in
van
2007).
implies
geographical
clustering
of sustainable
2013,Oort,
meaning
thatThis
location
data that
was the
known
for all restaurants
in that
year. This
entrepreneurs
as described
two may
manifestI calculated
itself differently
in other
data was matched
to listingsinofchapter
sustainable
restaurants.
the percentage
countries.
For instance,
density is
in aand
country
such as
of sustainable
restaurantsbecause
relativepopulation
to all restaurants
in lower
a region
subsequently
Sweden,
distance
between
and the
distance
betweenofentrepreneurs
analysed the
which
regions
had clusters,
significantly
high
occurrences
sustainable
within
a cluster
maythat
be larger.
clustering of sustainable
entrepreneurs
could
restaurants.
I found
there isYet,
a disproportionately
high number
of sustainable
still
occur according
to thealready
principles
of the
sub-sector
would be inmore
restaurants
in areas which
have
highest clustering
densities ofbutrestaurants
the
stretched
out due
the size the
of the
country.
Additionally,
I study for
entrepreneurial
Netherlands.
Thistosupports
notion
of sub-sector
clustering
sustainable
tactics
for consumer
in moral
niches
in the Netherlands,
which may
entrepreneurship,
on culture
the basis
of twomarket
potential
explanations.
Either opportunities
differ
in other countries
due to these
distinct
institutional
contexts.
for sustainable
entrepreneurship
arisecountries’
more often
in areas
that already
have aThus,
high
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the tactics
forof
consumer
cultureaim
change
the Netherlands,
as described in chapter
6.1
A recap
the research
andinresearch
questions
five, result from the Dutch institutional context, and should be adapted to the
specific
local settings
other contexts.
Considering
that the
rates and
Entrepreneurs
have theof potential
to act as
change agents
for start-up
sustainability
by
tactics
of sustainable
entrepreneurs
differ across
locations
and we
introducing
creative solutions
in response
to grand
challenges,
butdotonot
do yet
so, fully
they
know
whyto
such
variations
(Bosma However,
et al., 2008;
Spigel, 2017),
research
first have
recognize
an exist
opportunity.
it remains
unclearfuture
exactly
how,
might
look
at thesustainable
reasons why
tactics andrecognize
start-up rates
differ across
contexts.
why and
where
entrepreneurs
opportunities
(McBride
and
Additionally,
more
research
is needed2020).
to understand
which locations
facilitate
Wuebker, 2020;
Wood
and McKinley,
This dissertation
has provided
new
sustainable
whether the
identified
clusters also
materialize in
insights intoentrepreneurship
the opportunityand
recognition
process
of sustainable
entrepreneurs.
It
other
contexts.especially on the relationship between social and environmental
has focussed
problems, the recognition of these problems, and subsequent sustainable
Second, the chosen methods provide limitations for this dissertation, as I include
opportunity recognition.
data collection methods that did not allow for the collection of data over a long
time-frame,
is dissertation
some potential
for bias in
chosen
method.
data
Notably, the and
aimthere
of this
is threefold,
to the
provide
insight
into:The
(1) why
collection
the research projects
occurs
at a single
point in time,
over relatively
sustainableinentrepreneurs
recognize
sustainable
opportunities,
(2)orwhich
locations
short
periods
of time.
This implies
thatrecognition
time and itsofdynamics
cannot
be fully taken
provide
beneficial
conditions
for the
sustainable
opportunities,
and
into
account.
It is entrepreneurs
therefore uncertain
whether
thediscover
results opportunities
reported in this
(3) how
sustainable
can create
and/or
for
dissertation
remain stable
or are susceptible
over time is:
(Lévesque
and
sustainable business.
The question
at the heartto ofchange
this dissertation
where, how
Stephan,
Additionally, for
some studies
this means
that causalities
between
and why2020).
do entrepreneurs
recognize
business
opportunities
for sustainable
concepts
business? are inferred from theory and not from the (cross-sectional) data. This
specifically applies to chapters two and three. Thus, I recommend that future
To address the main research question, four sub-questions were developed. Each of
research might look at the relationships between problem recognition, opportunity
these questions contributes to answering the main research question and leads to a
recognition and their antecedents over a longer time. This might uncover new
better understanding of one of the research aims:
findings in relation to the contributions of this dissertation. Besides a bias in
relation
to time,
the studies
in this dissertation
mayin include
recollection
bias, in
1. To
what extent
do sustainable
entrepreneurs
the Netherlands
cluster?
which
does does
not remember
all pastproblem
events inrecognition
detail (Roese
and Vohs,
2. the
Toparticipant
what extent
sustainability
mediate
the
2012), and
social desirability
bias, when
respondents
offer answers
they perceive
relationship
between values
and sustainable
opportunity
recognition?
will 3.
be well-received
(Nederhof,
1985).
Therefore,
this dissertation
included
wellHow does identity
influence
opportunity
recognition
in relation
to a wicked
known safeguards
problem? for such types of bias, including specific survey design and
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testing,
the critical
incident method
for its in
qualitative
the inclusion
4. How
do entrepreneurs
and activists
a moral studies,
market niche
attempt of
to
multiplechange
researchers
in the
data analysis, and statistical tests and methods to
consumer
culture?
address bias. Additionally, the qualitative findings of this research may be studied
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
by future research in a quantitative fashion, to verify these results in a larger
main research question of the dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
sample of entrepreneurs.
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
Third, while Iofstudy
opportunity
I dostudy’s
not measure
the outcomes
of the
implications
the findings,
andrecognition,
discusses the
limitations
and potential
opportunity
process
words, I of
evaluate
successful
avenues for recognition
future research.
It explicitly.
then turns Intoother
a discussion
implications
for
opportunity recognition,
but it is
outside
scope of this thesis to consider
practitioners.
Finally, the chapter
ends
with athe
conclusion.
whether these opportunities eventually materialize in successful economic

6.2 Summary of the findings

exploitation or positive social and environmental effects. Instead, I use the space in

this dissertation to discuss the crucial process of opportunity recognition (Short et
To address the main research question, I started by answering the first sub
al., 2010). This opens avenues for future researchers to focus on how, why and
question, which asks where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities.
where certain opportunities are successfully developed and exploited, whereas
Chapter two serves to contextualize the other studies by showing which
others are not. Considering the role of problem recognition as discussed in this
environments facilitate opportunity recognition for sustainable entrepreneurship,
dissertation, it is particularly relevant to further uncover the role of problems in
before going into specific questions of how and why. The sub-question “to what
opportunity recognition, for instance by discussing which problems give rise to
extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?” was analysed
more successfully exploitable opportunities. Additionally, future research could
using an inclusive sample of all legally registered restaurants in the Netherlands in
consider which methods entrepreneurs can utilize to recognize the most successful
2013, meaning that location data was known for all restaurants in that year. This
opportunities based on (sustainability) problems.
data was matched to listings of sustainable restaurants. I calculated the percentage
Additionally,
this dissertation
out restaurants
to analyse how
of
sustainableinrestaurants
relativeI set
to all
in a sustainable
region and entrepreneurs
subsequently
recognize opportunities
based
on sustainability
and I haveof
focused
on the
analysed
which regions
had
significantly problems,
high occurrences
sustainable
entrepreneur’s
cognition
in relation
to these problems.
I find
that of
sustainability
restaurants.
I found
that there
is a disproportionately
high
number
sustainable
problems give
rise towhich
opportunity
yet much
uncertainty
remains in
about
restaurants
in areas
alreadyrecognition,
have the highest
densities
of restaurants
the
the types of problems
that exist,
howof
these
give riseclustering
to differentfor
opportunities.
Netherlands.
This supports
the and
notion
sub-sector
sustainable
This points to fruitful
areas
for future
learning about
the characteristics
entrepreneurship,
on the
basis
of tworesearch,
potentialasexplanations.
Either
opportunities
of these
problems
also teaches us
how
they
caninbeareas
addressed
and could
for
sustainable
entrepreneurship
arise
more
often
that already
have enable
a high
(nascent) entrepreneurs to change their problem responses to the specific features
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of sustainability
problems.
Thus,
more
should
be done into the different
6.1
A recap of the
research
aim
andresearch
research
questions
types of problems that exist, and how these stimulate opportunity recognition, both
for the more specific
of sustainability
problems,
andforforsustainability
other types by
of
Entrepreneurs
have thetypes
potential
to act as change
agents
problems in creative
management.
introducing
solutions in response to grand challenges, but to do so, they
first have to recognize an opportunity. However, it remains unclear exactly how,
Finally, this dissertation addresses the ways in which entrepreneurs recognize
why and where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities (McBride and
opportunities based on sustainability problems, yet there is some distance still
Wuebker, 2020; Wood and McKinley, 2020). This dissertation has provided new
between this dissertation and the application of its ideas in practice. However, the
insights into the opportunity recognition process of sustainable entrepreneurs. It
findings of this research provide input for nascent entrepreneurs and
has focussed especially on the relationship between social and environmental
entrepreneurship students who want to recognize opportunities for sustainable
problems, the recognition of these problems, and subsequent sustainable
entrepreneurship. Therefore, there is a need for studies that translate the findings of
opportunity recognition.
this dissertation on how opportunities for sustainable entrepreneurship are
recognized
approaches is
forthreefold,
aspiring entrepreneurs.
Additionally,
this
Notably,
theinto
aimteaching
of this dissertation
to provide insight
into: (1) why
research hasentrepreneurs
uncovered that
commercial
and political
opportunities
are recognized
sustainable
recognize
sustainable
opportunities,
(2) which
locations
in a similar
way. Thus,
future for
research
could studyofthe
recognition
of opportunities
provide
beneficial
conditions
the recognition
sustainable
opportunities,
and
for political
and commercial
change,
howand/or
entrepreneurs
achieve both
(3)
how sustainable
entrepreneurs
canand
create
discover can
opportunities
for
through entrepreneurial
practices.
concept
opportunity
recognition
sustainable
business. The
questionThe
at the
heart of
of political
this dissertation
is: where,
how
is under-researched
in entrepreneurship
research,
yet it is for
important
for
and
why do entrepreneurs
recognize business
opportunities
sustainable
entrepreneurs who aim to change institutions in order to successfully pursue
business?
sustainable entrepreneurship (Rao and Giorgi, 2006; Woolthuis et al., 2013).
To address the main research question, four sub-questions were developed. Each of

6.6
on the practical
implications
of the dissertation
theseReflections
questions contributes
to answering
the main research
question and leads to a
better understanding of one of the research aims:
In this section, I discuss the practical implications of this dissertation for (aspiring)
1. To what extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?
sustainable entrepreneurs, for educators and for policy makers. Sustainable
2. To what extent does sustainability problem recognition mediate the
entrepreneurs, or those who aspire to become sustainable entrepreneurs, can benefit
relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition?
from this research in four ways. First, (aspiring) sustainable entrepreneurs who
3. How does identity influence opportunity recognition in relation to a wicked
want to pursue new opportunities for sustainable entrepreneurship could benefit
problem?
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from4. a How
problem-focused
approach.
Gathering
information
sustainability
do entrepreneurs
and activists
in a moral
market on
niche
attempt to
problemschange
and making
sustainability
consumer
culture? a more central part of their identity could help
(aspiring) sustainable entrepreneurs to acquire the knowledge necessary for
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
successful sustainable opportunity recognition. Additionally, cultivating a
main research question of the dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
sustainable identity could help them to connect to the knowledge, skills and
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
networks that enable them to recognize opportunities for sustainable
implications of the findings, and discusses the study’s limitations and potential
entrepreneurship. For instance, in chapter four, I illustrated how sustainable
avenues for future research. It then turns to a discussion of implications for
entrepreneurs recognized opportunities for consumer products because they
practitioners. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion.
became sustainable consumers. Specifically, they faced challenges trying to be a
sustainable
consumer
decided to address these as a sustainable entrepreneur.
6.2
Summary
of theand
findings
Second, this dissertation offers additional insights into how to translate
To address the main research question, I started by answering the first sub
sustainability problems into sustainable opportunities. Specifically, sustainability
question, which asks where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities.
problems are usually problems with a high level of abstraction, meaning that to a
Chapter two serves to contextualize the other studies by showing which
greater or lesser extent, they are ‘umbrella’ problems that overarch smaller
environments facilitate opportunity recognition for sustainable entrepreneurship,
problems. I find that sustainable entrepreneurs manage to translate these abstract
before going into specific questions of how and why. The sub-question “to what
problems into more specific problems. For instance, one of the interviewees was
extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?” was analysed
concerned about the environment. More specifically, he was concerned about
using an inclusive sample of all legally registered restaurants in the Netherlands in
climate change and even more specifically, he was concerned about the greenhouse
2013, meaning that location data was known for all restaurants in that year. This
gas emissions from beef production. Thus, he embarked on a mission to pursue an
data was matched to listings of sustainable restaurants. I calculated the percentage
alternative for beef through a business. The problem “beef production emits a large
of sustainable restaurants relative to all restaurants in a region and subsequently
amount of greenhouse gasses” is much more specific than the problem of climate
analysed which regions had significantly high occurrences of sustainable
change. It is specific to a sector and even to a product. The translation of abstract
restaurants. I found that there is a disproportionately high number of sustainable
problems to lower levels of abstraction –to a more specific problem – enables the
restaurants in areas which already have the highest densities of restaurants in the
recognition of opportunities. Abstract problems can be translated into sectorNetherlands. This supports the notion of sub-sector clustering for sustainable
specific, product-specific, stakeholder-specific, or location-specific problems.
entrepreneurship, on the basis of two potential explanations. Either opportunities
Perceiving problems at different levels of abstraction can help the thinker to find a
for sustainable entrepreneurship arise more often in areas that already have a high
level of abstraction at which the problem is solvable. As such, (aspiring)
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entrepreneurs
could
from
practice
exercisesquestions
which train them to translate
6.1
A recap of
the benefit
research
aim
and research
abstract problems into specific problems.
Entrepreneurs have the potential to act as change agents for sustainability by
Third, aspiring sustainable entrepreneurs searching for favourable locations to start
introducing creative solutions in response to grand challenges, but to do so, they
a sustainable business may want to evaluate location choices based on proximity to
first have to recognize an opportunity. However, it remains unclear exactly how,
same-sector businesses and social movement activities, as these can provide
why and where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities (McBride and
opportunities for (nascent) sustainable entrepreneurs. Social movement activities
Wuebker, 2020; Wood and McKinley, 2020). This dissertation has provided new
can facilitate the creation of a market for moral products by contesting their
insights into the opportunity recognition process of sustainable entrepreneurs. It
alternatives, and by promoting moral products. Same-sector concentration enables
has focussed especially on the relationship between social and environmental
diversity and sustainability specialization due to its concentration of sector-specific
problems, the recognition of these problems, and subsequent sustainable
knowledge. Additionally, when markets are local rather than global, there may be
opportunity recognition.
benefits to starting a sustainable business in the largest or most central
agglomeration
of of
a country.
This is where
marketstoare
typically
most
diversified,
Notably, the aim
this dissertation
is threefold,
provide
insight
into:
(1) why
and
therefore
attract customers
who
travel large
distances (2)
(Christaller,
1966;
sustainable
entrepreneurs
recognize
sustainable
opportunities,
which locations
Jacobs,
As such,
there isfora larger
customer base
to supportopportunities,
a new sustainable
provide 1969).
beneficial
conditions
the recognition
of sustainable
and
business.
(3) how sustainable entrepreneurs can create and/or discover opportunities for
sustainable business. The question at the heart of this dissertation is: where, how
Finally, sustainable entrepreneurs who are entering, legitimizing or growing
and why do entrepreneurs recognize business opportunities for sustainable
markets for moral products could benefit from reaching out to consumers. In
business?
chapter five, I find three main ways for entrepreneurs to reach out to consumers
and
facilitate
sustainable
or culture: were
by connecting
moral
To address
theamain
researchconsumer
question,practice
four sub-questions
developed.toEach
of
values
that consumers
already
have, by connecting
to other,
non-morally
charged
these questions
contributes
to answering
the main research
question
and leads
to a
values,
or by conveying
negative
information
better understanding
of one
of the research
aims:symbolically or through art. When
entrepreneurs connect to values that consumers already have, they connect to those
1. To what extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?
values that are already aligned with moral consumption, such as benevolence, non2. To what extent does sustainability problem recognition mediate the
violence, justice and caring about nature and/or animals. Connecting non-morally
relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition?
charged values to moral consumption helps sustainable entrepreneurs to keep their
3. How does identity influence opportunity recognition in relation to a wicked
message positive, and it also does not put the consumer in the difficult situation of
problem?
evaluating a moral situation. For example, entrepreneurs connect moral
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consumption
benefits, to
idea of ain‘natural’
to a attempt
concept of
4. How to
dohealth
entrepreneurs
andtheactivists
a moralproduct,
market or
niche
to
luxury. change
Finally,consumer
negative culture?
information provision seems to have counterproductive
effects for entrepreneurs. Hence, entrepreneurs may be advised not to copy activist
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
tactics when informing consumers about the unsustainable features of alternative
main research question of the dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
products. This may result in a negative association with the venture. Alternatively,
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
they may convey negative information through symbolic or artistic tactics. For
implications of the findings, and discusses the study’s limitations and potential
instance, one entrepreneur made a plant-based sausage that was 16 times longer
avenues for future research. It then turns to a discussion of implications for
than a meat sausage, to illustrate 16 times more plant-based protein than animalpractitioners. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion.
based protein can be grown on the same land area.

6.2 Summary of the findings

In addition to implications for entrepreneurs, this dissertation offers various
implications for policymakers, for whom especially chapter two is of particular
To address the main research question, I started by answering the first sub
interest. Chapter two reveals in which types of locations sustainable
question, which asks where sustainable entrepreneurs recognize opportunities.
entrepreneurship occurs. This can help policymakers to decide where and how to
Chapter two serves to contextualize the other studies by showing which
stimulate sustainable entrepreneurship. Chapter two shows that sustainable
environments facilitate opportunity recognition for sustainable entrepreneurship,
entrepreneurship is prevalent in those locations that already have a concentration of
before going into specific questions of how and why. The sub-question “to what
same-sector entrepreneurs. Thus, it is useful to stimulate sustainable
extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?” was analysed
entrepreneurship especially in those locations that already have a relatively high
using an inclusive sample of all legally registered restaurants in the Netherlands in
concentration of same-sector entrepreneurs, for instance by becoming a launching
2013, meaning that location data was known for all restaurants in that year. This
customer, by organizing start/up competitions, or by establishing incubators.
data was matched to listings of sustainable restaurants. I calculated the percentage
Additionally, it can be argued that sustainability is a specialization, which means
of sustainable restaurants relative to all restaurants in a region and subsequently
that it would benefit most from economically diverse environments, which are
analysed which regions had significantly high occurrences of sustainable
environments with a high variety of sectors and specializations (Jacobs, 1969). The
restaurants. I found that there is a disproportionately high number of sustainable
most economically diverse environments are usually in the most urbanized areas of
restaurants in areas which already have the highest densities of restaurants in the
a country. In the Netherlands, there is significant clustering in Amsterdam, which
Netherlands. This supports the notion of sub-sector clustering for sustainable
has a diverse economy.
entrepreneurship, on the basis of two potential explanations. Either opportunities
Finally,
in addition
to implications
for policy
makers,
this already
dissertation
for sustainable
entrepreneurship
arise more
often in
areas that
have aoffers
high
various implications for educators. Chapter four shows that the recognition process
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of political
commercial
opportunities
for sustainable
6.1
A recap and
of the
research aim
and research
questions entrepreneurship is
similar. Among others, the chapter promotes a more inclusive view of sustainable
change agents, have
ratherthe
thanpotential
just looking
sustainable
entrepreneurs.
For instance,
Entrepreneurs
to actat as
change agents
for sustainability
by
non-profit and
socialsolutions
movement
recognize
opportunities
as
introducing
creative
in actors
response
to grand
challenges, in
butsimilar
to do ways
so, they
entrepreneurs
do. Thus,aneducators
might
benefit itfrom
the unclear
adoptionexactly
of a more
first
have to recognize
opportunity.
However,
remains
how,
inclusive
view ofsustainable
change agents
for sustainability,
than just(McBride
focusing and
on
why and where
entrepreneurs
recognize rather
opportunities
sustainable
entrepreneurs.
Consequently,
courseshascould
include
Wuebker, 2020;
Wood and McKinley,
2020).leadership
This dissertation
provided
new
opportunity
and strategies
to process
reach out
consumersentrepreneurs.
for all change
insights intorecognition
the opportunity
recognition
of to
sustainable
It
agents,
rather than
just foron
(nascent)
entrepreneurs.
has focussed
especially
the relationship
between social and environmental
problems, the recognition of these problems, and subsequent sustainable
Additionally, the problem-based approach that this dissertation recommends to
opportunity recognition.
sustainable entrepreneurs could also help teachers and professional trainers. These
educators
could
a teaching method
basedtoonprovide
problem-based
opportunity
Notably, the
aimdevelop
of this dissertation
is threefold,
insight into:
(1) why
recognition
principles. Especially
thesustainable
acquisitionopportunities,
of sustainability
and
sustainable entrepreneurs
recognize
(2) knowledge,
which locations
the
ability
to alternate
between
different
levels ofofsustainable
abstractionopportunities,
of sustainability
provide
beneficial
conditions
for the
recognition
and
problems
could help students
to learn
to recognize
sustainable
opportunities.
(3) how sustainable
entrepreneurs
canhow
create
and/or discover
opportunities
for
Additionally,
studentsThe
canquestion
be encouraged
to start
bydissertation
taking small
steps when
sustainable business.
at the heart
of this
is: where,
how
addressing
sustainability
problems,
for instance,
consuming more
and why do
entrepreneurs
recognize
businessbyopportunities
for sustainably.
sustainable
This
helps to cultivate sustainability knowledge, to perceive sustainability
business?
problems on different levels of abstraction, and to foster a sense of personal
To address the main research question, four sub-questions were developed. Each of
effectiveness (Markman and Baron, 2003; Tversky, 1977).
these questions contributes to answering the main research question and leads to a

6.7
Concluding
remarks
better
understanding
of one of the research aims:
1. To what extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?
This dissertation aims to better understand those people who address the world’s
2. To what extent does sustainability problem recognition mediate the
most challenging and wicked sustainability problems. Especially for sustainable
relationship between values and sustainable opportunity recognition?
entrepreneurs, addressing sustainability problems seems like a paradox, because
3. How does identity influence opportunity recognition in relation to a wicked
entrepreneurs are conventionally seen as acting in their own self-interest, yet they
problem?
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need4.to How
move do
beyond
their self-interest
in order
be able
to address
world’s
entrepreneurs
and activists
in atomoral
market
niche the
attempt
to
most wicked
sustainability
problems. This dissertation addressed this paradox by
change
consumer culture?
assuming that entrepreneurs do not only act out of economic motivations but based
This final chapter discusses the findings of the previous chapters in relation to the
on a range of diverse and often conflicting motivations. Chapter four reveals how
main research question of the dissertation, and offers a summary of the findings
for many sustainable entrepreneurs, sustainability is a dominant motivation, while
and subsequent main conclusions. Additionally, it reflects on the theoretical
their business and the resulting profits are often only tools that serve their
implications of the findings, and discusses the study’s limitations and potential
sustainability goals. As such, I now consider sustainable entrepreneurs as change
avenues for future research. It then turns to a discussion of implications for
agents for sustainability first, and economic actors second. Hopefully, this
practitioners. Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion.
dissertation can help numerous change agents to understand where new
opportunities
forofsustainable
actions come from, and how they can be identified.
6.2
Summary
the findings
With this dissertation I aim to inspire scholars to continue to question the
assumptions
underlying
(sustainable)
entrepreneurship
means of new
To
address the
main research
question,
I started byby answering
the academic
first sub
research, and
I challenge
future
research entrepreneurs
to continue torecognize
address why
and how
question,
which
asks where
sustainable
opportunities.
sustainable
can successfully
the world’s
most wicked
Chapter
twoentrepreneurs
serves to contextualize
the address
other studies
by showing
which
problems.
environments
facilitate opportunity recognition for sustainable entrepreneurship,
before going into specific questions of how and why. The sub-question “to what
extent do sustainable entrepreneurs in the Netherlands cluster?” was analysed
using an inclusive sample of all legally registered restaurants in the Netherlands in
2013, meaning that location data was known for all restaurants in that year. This
data was matched to listings of sustainable restaurants. I calculated the percentage
of sustainable restaurants relative to all restaurants in a region and subsequently
analysed which regions had significantly high occurrences of sustainable
restaurants. I found that there is a disproportionately high number of sustainable
restaurants in areas which already have the highest densities of restaurants in the
Netherlands. This supports the notion of sub-sector clustering for sustainable
entrepreneurship, on the basis of two potential explanations. Either opportunities
for sustainable entrepreneurship arise more often in areas that already have a high
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- Hoe proberen
ondernemers in een morele marktniche consumentencultuur
Nederlandse
samenvatting
te veranderen?
Elk van deze vragen stelt bij aan het beantwoorden van de hoofdvraag. De vier
Duurzame ondernemers zijn in staat om oplossingen te vinden voor de grootste
hooofdstukken die deze vier vragen onderzoeken vat ik hieronder kort samen.
uitdagingen die de mensheid kent, de zogenaamde “ grand challenges”. Zo kunnen
ze duurzaamheidsproblemen
aanpakken
een nieuw
bedrijf teondernemerschap
beginnen, maar
In
hoofdstuk 2 onderzoek
ik in door
hoeverre
duurzaam
om dit te kunnen
doen,
ze locatie.
eerst een
zakelijke
kans en
herkennen.
Daarom
geconcentreerd
is in
een moeten
bepaalde
Omdat
waarden
identiteiten
deels
onderzoek
ik in dit
proefschrift
de volgende
hoofdvraag:
hoe, waar
en waarom
bepaald
woorden
door
iemands (lokale)
gemeenschap
en sociale
netwerk,
zou het
herkennen
zakelijkenetwerken
kansen meten
duurzaamheidsdoelen?
kunnen
datondernemers
sommige plaatsen
gemeenschappen hebben die een
faciliterende rol kunnen spelen, terwijl andere plaatsen dit minder hebben. Daarom
Het herkennen van een zakelijke kans is cruciaal voor ondernemers, want zonder
bekijk ik of er op sommige plaatsen meer duurzame ondernemers zitten dan op
zakelijke kans is er geen ondernemerschap. Ook al weten we al erg veel over hoe
andere plaatsen. Ik stel daarom de volgende onderzoeksvraag: tot in hoeverre
zakelijke kansen worden herkend, deze kansherkenning is anders voor duurzame
concentreren duurzame ondernemers in Nederland zich, geografisch gezien? Ik
ondernemers.
Duurzame ondernemers moeten namelijk eerst
een
analyseer deze onderzoeksvraag in de context van de horeca in Nederland. Ik heb
duurzaamheidsprobleem herkennen voordat ze een duurzame zakelijke kans
een dataset met alle restaurants in Nederland en in die dataset heb ik een aparte
kunnen herkennen.
selectie gemaakt van duurzame restaurants, op basis van duurzame keurmerken en
Kansherkenning
is in
een match
van dat
middelen
waar zijn
de ondernemer
andere
indicatoren.
De essentie
bevindingen
laten zien
er clusters
van zowel
toegang totinheeft
en een behoefte,
interessevanof duurzame
wens in restaurants.
de markt, Ik
watvind
de
restaurants
het algemeen
alsook specifiek
ondernemer
combineert
in een idee
en een plan
voor een nieuwe
Dit
slechts
één cluster
van duurzame
restaurants
in Nederland
preciesonderneming.
op dezelfde plek
hoeft ook
in het grootste
algemeen
niet in cluster
relatievan
totrestaurants
een probleem
te zijn,
behalve ikvoor
waar
algemene
is. Daaruit
concludeer
dat
ondernemers.vooral
Omdatkansen
zij duurzaamheidsproblemen
aanpakken,
zullen ze
duurzame ondernemers
herkennen op plekken waar
al veel bedrijven
zulkediezelfde
problemen
eerstzijn
moeten
herkennen.
een zakelijke
kans een
is
uit
sector
gevestigd.
Dit Waar
onderzoek
laat daarbij
ziensituatie
dat het
die positiefis wordt
beoordeeld,
is een probleem
een situatieopdieplekken
negatief
wordt
belangrijk
om duurzaam
ondernemerschap
te stimuleren
waar
de
beoordeeld. sector
Probleemherkenning
is dus hetondernemers
proces waarininiemand
bepaalt
specifieke
van de duurzame
kwestie
al welke
sterk
situaties die persoon
vertegenwoordigd
is. ongewenst en ongunstig vindt. Voor zowel kans- als
probleemherkenning zijn vooral de waarden en de identiteit van een ondernemer
Hoofdstuk drie gaat over de relatie tussen duurzame probleemherkenning,
van belang
duurzame kansherkenning en waarden. In dit hoofdstuk beschrijf ik hoe
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Waarden zijn overtuigingen en concepten die belangrijk zijn voor een individu. Ze
zijn relatief stabiel en bepalen de manier waarop iemand een situatie evalueert en
een plan maakt voor het eigen gedrag. Ze bepalen ook welke situaties iemand
emotioneel maken, wat iemand van zichzelf verwacht en wanneer een individu zich
geroepen voelt om anderen of het milieu te hulp te schieten. Daarnaast is iemands
identiteit geaard in de waarden van die persoon. Een identiteit is de link van die
persoon met de sociale wereld en wordt door de tijd heen opgebouwd, wanneer
iemand projecten en doelen nastreeft die die persoon zelf belangrijk vindt. In dit
proces neemt het individu zowel de eigen waarden als de normen en verwachtingen
van de maatschappij mee. Daarnaast zijn waarden en identiteiten deels bepaald
door de normen en verwachtingen van de gemeenschap en het sociale netwerk
waarin iemand zich bevind. Daarom zijn ze ook deels afhankelijk van de plaats
waar iemand is opgegroeid of woont. Elke persoon heeft meerdere waarden en
identiteiten en moet afwegingen maken tussen deze waarden en identiteiten in het
geval van een conflict. Dit doet zich bijvoorbeeld voor als iemand zowel het milieu
als geld belangrijk vindt, maar moet kiezen tussen deze twee in een bepaalde
situatie. In zo’n geval bepalen de op dat moment dominante waarden en identiteit
de beoordeling van de situatie en het gedrag van het individu.
Om

de

relatie

tussen

waarden,

identiteiten,

probleem

herkenning

en

kansherkenning te onderzoeken stel ik vier sub-vragen, die elk onderzocht worden
in een empirisch hoofdstuk:
-

Tot in hoeverre concentreren duurzame ondernemers in Nederland zich,
geografisch gezien?

-

Tot in hoeverre bemiddelt duurzame probleemherkenning de relatie tussen
waarden en duurzame, zakelijke kansen?

-

Hoe beïnvloedt identiteit de herkenning van duurzame, zakelijke kansen in
relatie tot complexe problemen?
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-

Hoe proberen ondernemers in een morele marktniche consumentencultuur
te veranderen?

Elk van deze vragen stelt bij aan het beantwoorden van de hoofdvraag. De vier
hooofdstukken die deze vier vragen onderzoeken vat ik hieronder kort samen.
In hoofdstuk 2 onderzoek ik in hoeverre duurzaam ondernemerschap
geconcentreerd is in een bepaalde locatie. Omdat waarden en identiteiten deels
bepaald woorden door iemands (lokale) gemeenschap en sociale netwerk, zou het
kunnen dat sommige plaatsen netwerken en gemeenschappen hebben die een
faciliterende rol kunnen spelen, terwijl andere plaatsen dit minder hebben. Daarom
bekijk ik of er op sommige plaatsen meer duurzame ondernemers zitten dan op
andere plaatsen. Ik stel daarom de volgende onderzoeksvraag: tot in hoeverre
concentreren duurzame ondernemers in Nederland zich, geografisch gezien? Ik
analyseer deze onderzoeksvraag in de context van de horeca in Nederland. Ik heb
een dataset met alle restaurants in Nederland en in die dataset heb ik een aparte
selectie gemaakt van duurzame restaurants, op basis van duurzame keurmerken en
andere indicatoren. De bevindingen laten zien dat er clusters zijn van zowel
restaurants in het algemeen alsook specifiek van duurzame restaurants. Ik vind
slechts één cluster van duurzame restaurants in Nederland precies op dezelfde plek
waar ook het grootste algemene cluster van restaurants is. Daaruit concludeer ik dat
duurzame ondernemers vooral kansen herkennen op plekken waar al veel bedrijven
uit diezelfde sector zijn gevestigd. Dit onderzoek laat daarbij zien dat het
belangrijk is om duurzaam ondernemerschap te stimuleren op plekken waar de
specifieke sector

van de duurzame ondernemers in kwestie al

sterk

vertegenwoordigd is.
Hoofdstuk drie gaat over de relatie tussen duurzame probleemherkenning,
duurzame kansherkenning en waarden. In dit hoofdstuk beschrijf ik hoe
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trekstrategieën. Het belangrijkste punt van deze studie is dat activisten en
Om de relatie tussen waarden, identiteiten, probleem herkenning en
ondernemers die hetzelfde probleem herkennen, met verschillende oplossingen een
kansherkenning te onderzoeken stel ik vier sub-vragen, die elk onderzocht worden
gezamenlijk effect hebben. Het is daarom belangrijk voor activisten en
in een empirisch hoofdstuk:
ondernemers om elkaar te faciliteren binnen een sociale beweging.
- Tot in hoeverre concentreren duurzame ondernemers in Nederland zich,
Om te concluderen laat deze thesis zien dat probleemherkenning cruciaal is in het
geografisch gezien?
herkennen van een duurzame kans, ook al wordt probleemherkenning in de
- Tot in hoeverre bemiddelt duurzame probleemherkenning de relatie tussen
vakliteratuur vaak genegeerd, onderschat, of als aanname gezien. Echter, de
waarden en duurzame, zakelijke kansen?
precieze rol van probleemherkenning was onbekend. Daarom is het verklaren van
- Hoe beïnvloedt identiteit de herkenning van duurzame, zakelijke kansen in
probleemherkenning en de relatie van probleemherkenning met kansherkenning
relatie tot complexe problemen?
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voor- duurzaamheid
belangrijk inonderdeel
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Daarbij laat ik
Hoe probereneen
ondernemers
een morele
marktniche
consumentencultuur
specifiektezien
hoe kansherkenning in de context van duurzaam ondernemerschap
veranderen?
werkt, waarom duurzame ondernemers kansen herkennen en hoe ze dat doen. Ook
Elk van deze vragen stelt bij aan het beantwoorden van de hoofdvraag. De vier
laat ik zien hoe ondernemers samen met activisten kansen kunnen creëren als deze
hooofdstukken die deze vier vragen onderzoeken vat ik hieronder kort samen.
nog niet bestaan. De besproken sub-vragen van de vier empirische hoofdstukken
komen
allemaal 2samen
in de hoofdvraag:
hoe, waar
en waarom
herkennen
In hoofdstuk
onderzoek
ik in hoeverre
duurzaam
ondernemerschap
ondernemers
zakelijke
kansen
met duurzaamheidsdoelen?
geconcentreerd
is in een
bepaalde
locatie. Omdat waarden en identiteiten deels
bepaald woorden door iemands (lokale) gemeenschap en sociale netwerk, zou het
In beantwoording op deze vraag laat mijn onderzoek zien dat: (1) duurzame
kunnen dat sommige plaatsen netwerken en gemeenschappen hebben die een
ondernemers zakelijke kansen herkennen op plekken in Nederland waar al een
faciliterende rol kunnen spelen, terwijl andere plaatsen dit minder hebben. Daarom
concentratie van ondernemers in dezelfde sector aanwezig is, (2) dat identiteit,
bekijk ik of er op sommige plaatsen meer duurzame ondernemers zitten dan op
waarden en probleemherkenning tezamen uitleggen waarom ondernemers
andere plaatsen. Ik stel daarom de volgende onderzoeksvraag: tot in hoeverre
duurzame kansen herkennen (3) dat duurzame ondernemers kansen herkennen door
concentreren duurzame ondernemers in Nederland zich, geografisch gezien? Ik
identiteitsprocessen en het vertalen van complexe naar specifieke problemen en (4)
analyseer deze onderzoeksvraag in de context van de horeca in Nederland. Ik heb
dat ze kansen creëren door in morele marktniches een duurzame
een dataset met alle restaurants in Nederland en in die dataset heb ik een aparte
consumentencultuur te creëren. Deze bevindingen hebben geholpen om het concept
selectie gemaakt van duurzame restaurants, op basis van duurzame keurmerken en
van duurzame kansherkenning uit te pakken en te inspecteren. De bevindingen van
andere indicatoren. De bevindingen laten zien dat er clusters zijn van zowel
deze onderzoeken kunnen (aspirant) ondernemers helpen om nieuwe kansen te
restaurants in het algemeen alsook specifiek van duurzame restaurants. Ik vind
herkennen voor duurzaam ondernemerschap, onderwijzers helpen om studenten te
slechts één cluster van duurzame restaurants in Nederland precies op dezelfde plek
leren om kansen voor duurzaam ondernemerschap te herkennen en beleidsmakers
waar ook het grootste algemene cluster van restaurants is. Daaruit concludeer ik dat
helpen om gebieden te vinden waar duurzaam ondernemerschap het beste
duurzame ondernemers vooral kansen herkennen op plekken waar al veel bedrijven
gestimuleerd kan worden en hoe ze dit het beste kunnen doen. Daarnaast voeg ik
uit diezelfde sector zijn gevestigd. Dit onderzoek laat daarbij zien dat het
kennis toe aan de vakliteratuur over kansherkenning in het algemeen en in de
belangrijk is om duurzaam ondernemerschap te stimuleren op plekken waar de
specifieke context van duurzaam ondernemerschap.
specifieke sector van de duurzame ondernemers in kwestie al sterk
vertegenwoordigd is.
Hoofdstuk drie gaat over de relatie tussen duurzame probleemherkenning,
duurzame kansherkenning en waarden. In dit hoofdstuk beschrijf ik hoe
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